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BENEFITS OF CLASSICAL STUDY.*

BY PROF. JOHN FLETCHER, B.A., QUEEN 'S UNIvERSITV, KINGSTON.

Mr. Vice- Chancellor, Gentlemen of hie Uni-
versity Senate and of te University
Council, Ladies and Gentlemen,-H AD I felt myself free to follow

ny own choice in' the niatter,
I should have declined the Principal's
flattering invitation to deliver an in-
augural address on the occasion of
my first public appearance among
you. Such a task is beset with too
many difficulties to be contemplated
with equanimity or undertaken with-
out hesitation, inasmuch as it seems
to imply the survey of a field that has
never been entered upon, and the
review of work that has never been
done. On the other hand, I have
some reason for self-congratulation
that so early an opportunity has been
afforded me of defining my views on
classical education, and of lending my
testimony to the -special educational

• An Inaugural Address delivered at the opening
of the session. 188s-2, of Queen's University, Kings-
ton.

value of Classical study-to which
subject I propose for a short time to
invite your attention-a subject which,
if it presents little to please the fancy,
may contain something not unworthy
to engage for a short time the under-
standing. Before, however, proceed-
ing to discuss more particularly the
subject of classical study, I propose
to turn your attention to a brief con-
sideration of the proper end and
object of all university education
rightly conceived. Whatever notion
we may have of the true and primary
function of a university, there can be
no doubt that its chief function should
be, as Mill defined it, " to make
capable and cultivated human beings."
Schools of Law and Medicine, and
Theology and Technology, and Engi-
neering and Agriculture, are valuable
institutions in any country. But their
work is not the work of the university.
The university gives no professional
knowledge or training. It only en-
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ables professional men to approach
their professional work with the light
of a liberal culture and the energy of a
disciplined intellect. It is the exercise
of the intellect in study that makes
the capable man ; and the average
student, who, with a real desire for
self-improvement, faithfully applies
himself to the subjects of the univer-
sity curriculum, has ail his mental
powers called into life or quickened
into new growth, and gies forth from
his college apprenticeship able to
know and do ail that is known and
done under the sun. And it is the
knowledge gained by the way, that
acquaintance, as Arnold says, " with
all the best that has been known and
said in the world," that makes the
cultivated man. This is not such
knowledge and training, necessarily,
as can be turned to account in the
callings of after-life; but knowledge
and training which equip a man
for any calling whatever, preparing
and enabling him to turn his attention
to any subject, to lay hold of its prin-
ciples and master its details. In
many departments of the university
curriculum the subject-matter of study
is only an instrument of intellectual
discipline-an instrument, it is true,
which, if the student is wise, he will
not throw lightly away, but will keep
bright and furbished even amid the
distractions of professional life; but
an instrument which has virtually
served its purpose vhen the student
crosses, for the last time as a student,
the college threshold. The know-
ledge acquired, elevating and refining
though its influence may be, is only
secondary, after ail. And the comimon
charge of inutility, so often brought
against many subjects of the uni-
versity curriculum, arises from a mis-
apprehension or misappreciation of the
use these subjects were iutended to
serve, and an ignoring of the fact that
they realize their highest end when
used simply as educational instru-

ucational Monthly.

ments. Among the subjects of uni-
versity study which have been most
vehemently assailed by the utilitarian
spirit of the age, the Greek and Latin
classics stand forth pre-eminently.
And to-night, though conscious that
a bad defence is worse than none at
ail, and almost convinced that the
subject needs no defence, but speaks
for itself, I intend to attempt a brief
justification of the prominent position
which has been assigned to classical
study in the university curriculum;
hoping that sucl. an attemptmaybe not
altogether without interest to any, and
not quite unsuggestive to the classical
student, as shewing that the subject of
his study really possesses in itself a
value and authority as a potent instru-
ment of mental culture, quite indepen-
dent of the demands of the university
examinations, and as tending to inspire
with fresh interest a subject which
many a-e inclined to regard as irk-
some drudgery and a waste of time.
Without some conviction in the mind
of the student that his studies are or
may become to him a fruitful source of
real culture, and without the guiding
motive of a strong desire for such
culture, apart altogether from the
meaner motives of emulation, am-
bition, or love of material reward, all
studies tend to become aimless and
unprofitable. It is not difficult to
discover the original reason for the
wide-spread employment of the Greek
and Latin classics as one of the main
and central subjects in university
education. At the revival of letters
in the sixteenth century, when the
human mind began to be stirred with
the new ideas then floating in the air,
it turned in vain for any literature
worthy of the name to the writers of
the Middle Ages. Scholasticism,
limited and circumscribed by ecclesi-
astical tyranny, had produced nothing
but metaphysical subtleties, and out-
side of the classical literatures there
was neither eloquence, nor poetry,
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nor history, nor philosophy. Latin
vas already the vernacular of the

learned in every country in Europe.
But now the attention of all whom
the great revival had reached was
turned toward the pnasterpieces of
Greece and Rome as the only litera-
ture deserving the attention of culti-
vated men. In the absence of a
universally diffused literature, such as
the newspaper and magazine of the
present day, classical subjects formed
the' une theme of educated thought
and conversation. For the encourage-
ment and prosecution of the new
learning, colleges and seminaries,
such'as many of those in Oxford and
Cambridge, were founded and en-
dowed. And thus the classical lan-
guages soon gained sole -possession of
the field of literature and education.
From the -revival of letters to the
present day thpre has been no more
powerful influence in moulding Euro-
pean civilization than the diffusion of
Greek and Roman ideas. -" From
the Middle Ages downward," in
the words of Gladstone, "modern
European civilization is a compound
of two great factors, the Christian
religion foe the spirit of man, and the
Greek and Roman discipline for his
mind and intellect." To Christianity
is due the moral element in our civi-
lization; to Greece and Rome the
intellectual. Upon the models of
Greek and Roman literature the taste
and literary style of the educated
world have been formed, and after
centuries of emulation the pupil has
never surpassed his master. No
modern bas attained to the perfect
art of Sophocles and Virgil, or the
descriptive power of Tllucydides
and Tacitus; to the simplicity and
dignity of Herodotus and Livy, or
the pathetic tenderness of Euripides
and Tibullus. Literature so important
and inimitable can never be neglected
by the universities of any country that
is, or·is to be, the home of a class of

literary men. They are interwoven
with the whole fabric of our social
life and thought and speech, and can
never be set aside without lowering
the tone of our civilization. They
must always be valued as containing
a record of the thought and feeling of
the ancient world-as the links that
connect us with the intellectual efforts
of the past-as the repositories of the
traditions of centuries of intellectual
life. But, more particularly, language
and literature in themselves are by all
acknowledged to be important sub-
jects of study, and the more important
as the languages studied are more and
more perfect. Language is the ex-
pression of thought, and in studying
language .we to some extent st'idy
the laws of that process by wý. -h
thought is evolved. And whatev.:
awakens and develops the faculty of
language, awakens and develops the
faculty of thought. But language can-
not be studied without studying also
the thought which it conveys, and the
student of language tends not only to
grasp the form of that language which
lie studies, but also its matter and
spirit. He lives with the great masters
of learning, and makes their thoughts
his own. From the classical languages,
being, as they are, the most perfect in-
struments ever evolved for the expres-
sion of thought, and from the classical
literatures, affording, as they do, the
most perfect models of literary style the
world ha§ ever seen, the student derives
the most thorough discipline which can
be derived from linguistic and. literary
study. It is not claimed for classical
study that it tends 'to develop and
discipline all the intellectual faculties.
There are many other branches of
study which ought to occupy an im-
portant position in any system of
liberal education, both because of
their value as educational instruments,
and because at least some knowledge
of them is necessary to the mental
furniture of every educated man.
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But it is claimed for classical study
that it disciplines and develops more
of the intellectual faculties, and dis-
ciplines and develops them more ef-
fectually, than any other bfanch of
university study. Thus, it cultivates
the memory. The classical student.
who would become a proficient clas-
sic must constantly exercise his mem-
ory in keeping ready to hand a know-
ledge of grammar and vocabulary,
history and philology, withou: which
he cannot appreciate or master his
author's meaning. It cultivates the
reason. The classical student has
constantly to discriminate and de-
cide on the proper style, on the proper
turn of the sentence, on the proper
choice of words he must-employ to
express his author's meaning. He
has to apply general laws in philol-
ogy and grammar to particular cases.
He has to resolve compound sen-
tences and compound words into their
simple components, and to trace sim-
ple words to their roots. He lias to
thread some of the most intricate
mazes of thought to be found in any
literature. It cultivates the taste.
The classical student, constantly
turning overin his hands those perfect
models of literary style, and constant-
ly attempting to attain in some mca-
sure to the beauty and power of the
original, forms for himself a high
standard of literary excellence, and
bas his own soul filled with a love of
the beautiful and true. It j:ultivates
the imagination. The classical stu-
dent has to follow some of the boldest
flights ever taken by the human fancy;
and the difficulty of the language only
serves to impress the imagery on the
imagination. But apart from this
discipline of the intellectual faculties,
there are other reasons for the encour
agement of classical study and other
advantages which may be derived
from such study by the faithful student
-I mean the student who works from
a love of his subject and of the cul-

ture it imparts. If lie does not, no
branch of study will be efficient,
though it does not invalidate the effi-
ciency of a study that it is not in all
cases efficient. There are, I say,
other advantages to be derived by
the student from classical study. I
will enumerate some of them. They
are the stock arguments upon the
subject, but none the less truc because
somewhat old. The cultivation of a
good prose style is reasonably con-
sidered a part of education. Every
author, as Sydney Smith says, be his
aim either to please or to instruct,
must at least please. If he does not
please he will not instruct* This cul-
tivation of style is simply a mastery of
those literary forms which literary ex-
perience has discovered to be most
pleasing. Nov, the classical student

thas in his hands models of style which
have pleased in every age. He will
not find elsewhere others which he
can rely on with the same confidence.
And if' lie really desires to improve
his power of expression, throws him-
self in translating upon his own know-
ledge of English, and strives faithfully
to attain in some measure at lcast to
the beauty and force of the original,
he will find that no exercise tends
more to enlarge his knowledge of his
mother tongue and increase his facil-
ity in English composition. Again:
From the frequent necessity under
which the classical student works, of
comparing, for the proper comprehen-
sion of his author, text with text, and
passage with passage, whether from
the same author or from different au-
thors, be obtains by degrees some
knowledge of generai literature and
learns tl4e first principles of literary
criticism.

Further : To master thoroughly the
grammar of one language is to obtain
a conception of grammar in general
-a conception, namely, of the laws
which regulate the use of those forms
by which we express our thoughts.
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As instruments for the expression of
thought-as pieces of mechanism-
Greek and Latin are infinitely supe-
rior to any language ever elaborated
by the mind of man. And this rea-
son atone is sufficient to just (y their
selection for educational purposes, as
being the nearest approach to a per-
fect type of language. Again : With-
out mastering to some extent at least
the vocabulary of the Greek and
Latin languages, no really precise
kiowledge can be got either of our
own tongue or ofany of the Romance
languages of Europe-Italian, Frencli
or Spanish-to such an extent do the
classical languages enter into their
structure and composition. And,
again : There is no subject of uni-
versity study around which seem tò
centre so many sul..ts of general
interest. Around it cluster all the
facts of ancient biography and history,
geography and philology. With it is
associated a knowledge of ancient
national life, public and private, of
ancient law, of ancient religions.
And lastly : The mere fact that a
great part of the Holy Scriptures has
come down to us in Greek (the New
Testament was first written in Greek,
the Old Testament was first trans.
lated into it), is reason suflicient, if
none other existed, why a knowledge
of that subject should be kept up in
the universities of every Christian
country. A knowledge of Greek is
therefore indispensable to the theolo-
gian. But so is a knowledge of
Latin to the lawyer, if he wishes to
study some of the greatest works on
jurisprudence in the original. So it
is to the medical man, if hp wishes to
avait himself of the ancient medical
writers. The scientist will find a
knowledge of Greek a practical help
both in understanding and forming
bis scientific nomenclature. The
poet, the historian, and the- philoso-
pher can serve no better apprentice-
ship than in studying the masterpieces

of Ancient Greece and Rome; nor
the legislatôr and statesman than in
studying Greek and Roman life and
laws and institutions. In short, by
none of the higher walks and profes-
sions of life can the classical lçn-
guages be neglected or ignored.
"But," it is asked by many vho ac-
kniowledge the value of linguistic
study, "if languages are indispensa.
ble as educational instruments, why
not substitute for Greek and Latin
the languages of modern Europe ?
These languages are more easy of
acquisition and therefore more attrac-
tive to the stud'ent. They are more
useful practically, being, as they are,
the key to literatures of no mean im-
portance, as well as to much of the
best original work, literary and scien-
tific, of modern times ; and at the
same time they are no less valuable
educationally as imparting a disci.
pline, intellectual, literary, and res-
thetic, in no wise inferior to the lan-
guages of Ancient Greece and Rome."

The literatures and languages of
Modern Europe are no doubt too im-
portant, for some of the reasons men-
tioned, not to take a high position in
any system of liberal education. But
a satisfactory or efficient substitute
for the classical languages, as a means
of intellectual discipline, they never
can be or become. Less difficult of
acquisition they are, it is true, de-
manding little intellectual exertion,
and depending for their acquisition
almost upon the memory alone. But
as educational instruments this is just
their weakness. The process of trans-
lating Frerich or German is, after the
first labour is over, almost mechanical,
a matter merely of loöking out words
in the dictionary ; and in course of
time it becomes almost intuitive and
involves no intellectual effort what-
ever. But without intellectual effort
there is no intellectual training, while
the greater the effort the greater the
culture received. The difficulty of
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the classical languages is one of the
chief reasons for their superiority as
educational instremeits.

As vehicles, too, for the expression
of thought, modern languages are
vastly inferior in their structure, syn-
tactical and etymological, to Latin
and Greek, and are therefore vastly
inferior for conveying a general notion
of grammar and philology.

Nor, again, will the student find in
modern literatures models of literary
style either in poetry or rhetoric, or
history or philosophy, to place for
one moment in comparison with the
models of Greece and Rome, models
which have pleased in every age and
formed every literature in Europe.
On the other hand, without the know-
ledge of classical literature it would be
impossible ever to appreciate or under-
stand modern literature, abounding
as it does with classical ideas and
classical allusions. And, finally, the
student who has t thorough know-
ledge of Latin will require less time
in mastering the Romance languages
-Italian, French, and Spanish-than
if he were to study each of these lan-
guages separately and without such
knowledge.

Such, then, briefly and 1 feel most
inadequately stated, are the arguments
which may be adducedin defence of
the old time-honored classical educa-
tion. Some of the arguments ad-
vanced, taken singly, may appear
comparatively of little weiglit; but
taken together they seem to justify
incontestably the prominent position
assigned to Latin and Greek among
the subjects of the university curricu-
lum. Most of the objections which
have been brought against classical
education are valid only as against
education exclusively classical. They
find no application in a university
like this, where the course of study is
modified in accordance with thé spirit
of the time and the wants of the age-
where the great discoveries of modern

science, the great facts of modern
history and philosophy, and the great
truths of modern literature are tiot
ignored, and where every subject is
cultivated that seems worthy of culti-
vation. To one objection, and one
.only, is it my present purpose tb
refer. It is the usual objection of the
utilitarian : " But what is the use of
your classical studies? " implying by
the question that these studies are of
no practical utility in after-life and
have no practical bearing on any of its
callings. But such a view is based,
as I said before, upon a shallow and
superficial notion of what from an
educational standpoint the useful in
knowiedge really is. Knowledge is
useful not only in itself, but useful as
an educational instrument. " The cul-
tivation of the intellect," as has been
well said, " is àn end in itself, and a
not unworthy one. Health is a good
in itself though nothing came of it,
and so the culture of the intellect is a
good in itselfand its own end." If it
further such an end, classical study,
even if practically valueless in the
callings of after-life, is not useless to
the classical student. If it has quick-
ened and developed his intellectual
powers; if it has given vividness to
his imaginatica, purity to lis taste, re-
finement to bis feelings; if it bas given
vigourto his understanding,soundness
to his judgment, accuracy to bis rea-
soning ; if it bas given him wider sym-
pathies and a more pathetic interest in
life; if it has made him Wiser, nobler,
better than he was before, such know.
ledge and training is not useless, but,
in the highest and most ideal sense of
the word, usefid.

In conclusion, I may be allowed,
I trust, to say that while I have
the strongest faith in the efficacy,
as a means of mental culture, of
the subject which has been entrust-
ed to my charge in this university, I
cannot conceal some secret misgivings
as to my own ability to do justice
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cither to the importance of the subject
or to the flattering confidence which
has placed me in this chair. My suc-
ccss must in a great measure depend
ipon the patience and persistence of

the students thenselvès whose stu-
dies it mny be my fortune to direct.
1xcellence in anything is not casily
attainable, lcast of all in classical
scholariship.

THE TRAINING OF GIRLS.

DY MISS E. DE ST. REMY, KINGSTON, ONT.

" That our sons may grow up as the
oung plants, and that our daughters may

be as the polished corners of the temple."-
Ps. cxliv.T HE inspired writer in this verse

seems to me to have indicatei
clearly a radical difference in the dcs.
tinies of the two sexes. Man is sup-
posed by 'him to stand in the open
air, exposed to every change of time
and circumstance. As the tree grows
strong in the sunshine, drinks in the
dew, builds up its sturdy stem and
fortifies its spreading branches to
withstand the storms of summer and
to endure the frosts and cold of win-
ter, so man from his earliest years
shows his natural delight in exertion,
in struggle, in conquest over outward
things-animals, his playfellows, all
that his tiny hand can grasp, hisactive
feet chase. But woman, says the
psalmist, is tc. be "as the polished cor-
ners of the temple." A wonderfully
strong image to those who appreciate
the place the temple held in the mind
of a devout son of Israel.

The Temple 1 the heart, the inner-
most core of all his religious and
patriotic love 1-that place which was
the symbol of his nation's alliance
with Jehovah, his pride, his resort in
joy or in sorrow. And woman is to
be as the polished corners thereof-
the corners, that on which the solidity
of the whole building depends. They

are to be the clasp and bond to fasten
the social edifice, sheltered, fitly fin-
ished, polished for beauty and for
glory, not their own, but for that of
the great structure they complete.

Now, how are we in this nine-
teenth century to train our girls to
reach this ideal-strong to support,
quiet to endure, fair and polished, to
beautify the corners, where destiny
has placed them-each tofitbest those
circumstances in which she finds her-
self, and over which generally she has
so little control? How fit her, with
her more feeble frame, her higher-
strung nerves, her quicker sensibili-
ties, to be a strength and help to all
those around, not a burden ?-to
make her presence felt as a refuge, a
very present help in trouble, a con-
stant pleasure then and always ?

To begin at the beginning and
secure health. I think that our habits
of family and social life militate
against the constitution of our young
people generally. They are both too
much and too little with their elders.
From morning till night they are
about-at meals, evérywhere. This is
bad in many ways. For instance, the
food, care in regulating which is
necessary to every growing animal.
Coming to table with their elders, the
children soon learn to want all they
see before them; the parents have not
the strength of mind to refuse, and the.
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hcalthy simplicity of fare which best
promotes wcll-developed bodies and
brains is soon laid aside for dainty
made dishes, hot cakes, sweetmcats,
tea, coffee, etc. After a hearty. meal
of such viands a child is seldom ready
for cither mental or bodily work.

Next, the habit of regular outdoor
play and exercise is too much neg-
lected. Children are supposed to take
care of that themselves, but my expe-
rience with girls leads me to think
that unless taught they ivill take very
little open-air exercise; in fact, if
allowed, girls will avoid physical exer-
cise and the open air altogether. I
find few girls, except in the highest
rank, who do not look aghast at the
proposal of a five-mile walk, and who
do not get weary to the verge of ill-
ness. after a good long country stroll.
I have never met, in my last ten years'
teaching, one girl who seenied to
know anything of any outdoor game
whatsoever except ·roquet, which,
though good in takiQg those engaged
in it out of doors, bas not the advan-
tage of inducing active exercise as
male sports do, such as base-ball,
cricket, racing, etc. These develop all
the limbs, teach quickness of eye, and
obedience to rule in the most pleasant
way, and, like all social games, lead
to control of temper. The result of
the present nursery training at once
reveals itself when the children enter
the school-room. One-half of them
are mere bundles of nerves, intro-
duced by their mammas with the
words, "I am afraid, Mrs. or Mr.
So-and-So, that you will find Amelia
very backward, but she is so deli-
cate." Poor little mortal1 she does
not know how to obey, she does not
know how to listen, she does not know
how to sit still; and she is expected to
listen, to sit still, and to be silent for
six myiortal hours. I do pity her.
Generally speaking, there is good stuff
in the girls, and if the home influence
does not: çotnteraçt all that the school

teachcs, a tcacher .worthy the nane
will get up a love of the work for the
very work's sake ; but, alas! no sooner
is a study of any kind well started,
than some one discovers that her
daughter has not a taste for that tudy
-as if a decided taste for anythini; was
not one of the rarest of gifts. So,
instead of conquering the difficulty,
and of applying all the mental powers
to the study in hand, one class after
another is dropped, and half the bcn-
efit of the school as a means of moral
discipline is lost.

Again, there is a tendency to shirk
all work that is not interesting. Now,
generally, I find no work considered
interesting but that to which the pu-
pils are accustomed; and if ali else is
given up, only the lowest and most
rudimentary studies will be pursued.

î hold that a school should afford
a thorough knowledge of the elemen-
tary branches-reading, writing, spell-
ing, arithmetic, grammar, geography,
composition, and history-and besides
these, such moral training in the way
of habits of order, neatness, punctual-
ity, obedience, fair and truthful deal-
ing, kindness and courtesy, as shall
make the pupil a pleasant companion,
a cheerful, self-contented, rational,
human being, and a trustvorthy and
intelligent friend-one that is able to
think and judge for herself; to aid in
the home with good humour and
unselfish love, because it is the place
God has chosen for her; to look
abroad and help and sympathize with
lier poorer neighbours, either with
money or with gifts, if her share in
life's goods permits the open hand ;
with her time, with her pleasant words,
with her kindly and gentle ministra-
tions, if the means are denied ; always
with thoughtandwith thatcharity which
"thinketh no evil." It is incumbent,
also, that she should be an intelligent,
thoughtful, and interested spectator
of the changes in the politis, the sci-
ence, and the progress of the day, sq
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that her friends may find a plcasure in
subjects a little above bonnets, thowth
I think it a veakness if she cannot
manage time and place for these as
well. As beauty is also one of God's
gifts, it behoves us, if w- want to
do the weightier matters of the law
justice, not to forget the mint and
anise and cummin-not to disgrace
our higher culture by worrying all
those with whom we come in contact,
by untidy or unbecoming dress, by
neglect of forms, by want of order,
neatness, and propricty, a lack of
which ahways to niy mind conveys a
lack of sorne mental capacity; for
surely a well-balanced mind ivill not
root up the flowers of life, and only
leave the useful, but will try to finish
each trivial task, as the blossom in
the field, so perfect in itself, that when
we think of either we may feel fully
satisfied.

But all women are not polished
corners of a home. Well, the temple
is more than the private house-it is
the national home, in which I would1
have thern polished stones, filling
fitly, firmly, faithfully, the sphere in
which they perform their work.

I hold that a woman has no right to
look for support fron any but afather
or a husband. No relation, no bro-
ther even, ought to be forced to sup-
port such a burden, and, as property
is apparently a very uncertain stand-
by, each ought to have, besides the
cultivation necessary to secure for lier
social respect, some definite depend-
ence, some one gift or taste, trained
to professional and marketable value.
I do not believe that the average wo-
man is naturally a duplicate in every-
thing of the average man; and I arn
quite sure that the average woman,
such as the present nineteenth cen-
tury makes her, is below the average
man of to-day in capacity for sust.ined
mental 'labour and perseverance. I
do believe that the picked woman is
.bove the average man; but with the

picked specimns of humanityI 1have
not to do-thcy will prove their supe-
riority by their success. It is the
average woman in whom I am inter-
estcd; and in wvhat lines shall her
capabilities be developcd?

For the lower classes, necessity set-
tled the quetion long ago. No
labourer, thank God I ever droans of
bringing his girls up to an idle life.
The needle, the miil, the shop, and
donestic sarvice, sweep off the young
women of that class as fast, or faster,
than they grcw up, and as the great
laws of supply and demand govern
thei: they are out of our province.

As we have no privileged, no aris-
tocratic class in Canada, the great
niddle class is the one to which most
. as belong. In this rank nearly

every father, to quote Mr. Trollope,
hopes to sec his son making his way
in life, and his daughter safely shel-
tered in his own home or in that of
her husband. If it is in that of her
husband, well and good; there is no
higher lot for a woman than the pri-
mal, God-given one of wife and
mother. Let her do her work wor-
thily there, and it will tax all her pow-
ers of body and mind to fulfil her
ideal.

But in her father's house, has
any man a right to condemn his girls
to spend their time in that pale,
colourless existence, without definite
aim or clear plan, which merely
passes on from day to day. a routine
without duties ?-for I -will never
acknowledge that to get up in the
morning, dress prettily, and dawdle
through the forenoon with the help of
some self-imposed task of needle-
work, and spend the afternoon in an
aimless walk, will make any woman
contented. You can see it in the
energy with which they pursue any
object, nq matter to what their atten-
tion is directed lor a time.

I know that a man feels hiniself
lowered in his own eyes if he cannot
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provide for the ladies of his fariily;
but I think that this idea no longer
fits our modern society, at any rate in
Canada, where investments are less
secure than in older lands ; and that
whether he has or has not the pros-
pect of providing for , them, they
should also possess the power of pro-
viding fof'themselves.

Now for the choice of some means
of gaining a livelihood. Hitherto
our sex have been limited to three
occupations, viz., teaching, house-
keeping, and needle-work; at present,
nursing and the profession, of medi-
cine are opening new paths for
women. Against these I have but to
say that if a woman goes in for such
a study as medicine, she must fairly
look the results in the face, and the
first will be the relinquishment of a
home (I do not say of marriage, but
of home life); for the healer, like the
nun or the soldier, must be ready at all
times to obey the call of duty, to give
up all other objects, and to devote
her time and attention to those whose
life may depend on skilful treatment.
But besides medicine, are there not
other arts and trades fit for the more
nervous, if less powerful, hands and
minds of women? What of engrav-
ing, vatchmaking, lapidary work,

designing-for all those branches 'of
manufacture which now give employ-
ment to whole ateliers of Parisian
workmen, china painting, wood-turn-
ing, plan-drawing, gardening and
flower-growing, small fruit culture,
modelling, and literary work-all of
which can be carried on at home, if
systematically pursued, and all of
which are healthy and fully vithin
the power of any average girl to
acquire in marketable perfection?
And here I would warn all girls that
rights ,nean labours and duties, and
that no slipshod, half-finished efforts
will ever be aught but a waste of
material, time and temper, both to
employer and employed. Those who
intend to fit themselves in earnest for
the battle of life will have to give at
least ten hours of trained labour, week
after week and year after year, if they
intend really to compete with men.

I think if parents would devote the
money spent on the last year's school
fees to technical education, in what-
ever branch the girl might choose
(and generally, by the time a -girl
reaches seventeen, she ought to be
able to judge for herself the line of
life that suits her best), the money
would be more profitably employed
both for the individual and for Canada.

TO A SCHOOLMASTER.

BY J. LOGIE ROBERTSON, EDINBURGH, ScOTLAND.

Thy work may not be measured-scale and rule
Are for the tangible and transient; thou
With pain of heart, and sweat of brain and brow,

Pliest thy work with no material tool;
Therefore heed not the insult of a fool-

Whose ignorance of the light would not allow
Th' existence of the sun that's shining now-

If to the walls he circunscribe thy school.

But count thy work in every life that springs
Attestive of thy teaching, wheresoe'er

On earth it suffers or in heaven it sings,
Owning in part its portion to thy cate;

And think that rdund thee may be angel wings
And human hearts blessing thee unaware.
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METRES-4NCIENT AND MODERN.-II.

BY THE REV. CHARLES PELHAM MULVANV, M.A., SCHOLAR TRINITY COLLEGE,
DUBLIN.

(Continuedfron page 335.)

T HE earliest extant Christianhymns, even of those used in
Rome, were Greek. Indeed, as Dean
Milman has shewn in his delightful
work on "Latin Christianity"--a book
which, in passing, we commend to our
readers as the only readable ecclesias-
tical history we have yet met--the early
Christians at Rome were Greek, prob-
ably Syrian or'Hellenic sailors lodging
in the Suburra, the cheap boarding-
house quarter of Rome. Now the Asia-
tic element predominated among -the
Greek or Hellenistic Christians, and
they wrote their rude attempts at
hymns on the model of the Hebrew
psalms, which have no metre, only a
rough division into two parts, to corre-
spond with the "Mediation" and "end-
ing" of the ecclesiastical chant used by
the Levites. The Christian church, un-
changing as became the conservative
East, has adhered to this system to the
present day. The hymns of the Rus-
sian and of every branch of the Greek
church are mere prose, with no metri-
cal form. But the Western Intellect
of Europe, used to order and law, de-
manded a higher and more complex
form of sacred verse. At first the
sacred poems were in the old classical
measures-hexameters, pentameters,
and sapphics. These are found in
the fragments aséribed to Pope Dam-
asus, and in the bulky volume of
Prudentius, who may be considered as
the earliest Christian poet. His long
and dismal hexameter poems on the
martyrs, I have read through. Doleful

as the east wind in winter, they contain
not one breath wafted from the old suma-
mer-bloom of classical poetry, such as
one meets in the latest and worst of the
pagan poets of the Latin decadence.
Writers of the Anglo-Catholic revival
school-such as Neale, whose erudition
in the study of this unpoetical poetry
made him blindly partial-quote here
and there a couplet from these poems.
But these are no true specimens of its
staple. Prudentius and his contempo-
rary, Ambrose, Bishop of Milan, per-
ceived that there was something incon-
gruous in the use for hymns chaunted
by ascetics in the cold grey dawn of
Christianity, of metres that had been
sung to the sun-god and the sea-
born queen in the hot noon of pagan-
ism. They fixed on a measure that
.had been used but seldom and spare-
ly by the classical writers. It con-
sisted of four feet of the kind called
an iambus, i.e. a short syllable followed
by a long. This became the favour-
ite metre of the Christian hymn-writ-
ers-from themu this rhythm, sung by
Anacreon and Horace, became that of
the Latin hymn-writers of the fifth
century, and at last of good Martin
Luther,and of our own Evening Hymn.
For Horace's line,

Amid 1 tie siars 1of les 1ser light (
is the same as Luther's

Ein fes 1 ten Burg 1 he ist 1 der Hey;
or in the Evening Hymn,

Glory 1 to Thee, 1 my God, 1 this night.
But at first the arrangement into long
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and short syllables was arranged in
strict accordance with the rules of
classical prosody ; not as our verses
are, merely by ear and accent. There
are signs of change in the fifth cen-
tury hymn-writers which become more
and more marked as the Latin lan-
guage decays; to speak more truly,
grows into a new form, that of middle
age Latin.

Rhyme begins as prosody ends, and
first app' .trs in the hymns of Venantius
Fortunatus in the sixth century. He,
flying from the Lombard invasion of
Italy, found refuge in Gallia, where a
dialect of Latin was still the language
of the educated classes. Being of
pleasant manners and a bon vivant,
he found favour-scandal whispered
too much favour-with countesses and
great ladies, to whom lie addressed
" society verses " and amatory poems
of some merit. (See essay on his writ-
ings in Thierry's Works.) In those
days literary merit did not disqualify
a man from being a bishop. Ve-
nantius was raised to the episcopate,
and henceforth wrote hymns-some
of the best and most spirited yet com-
posed. His %vas the glorious

ex illa Regis pro de unt !
(The Royal Standards onward go,)

now sung in the Roman and English
churches. (See Hymns Ancient and
Modern.) Distinct traces of rhyme ap-
pear in this poet, who is the connect-
ing link between classical Latin and the
Middle Ages. From his time it be-
comes more and more an ornament of
Latin poetry. It is a subject of dis-
pute from what source and in what
manner rhyme came into European
verse; probably not, as some have
thought, from the Arabian poets.
Surely it may have developed spontan-
eously in the increasing complexity
and demand for intricacy of form of
the new European verse. It is the
great difference between the old clas-
sical poetry and the new. Goethe

makes Helen, as representative of the
òld classical culture, wake to modern
life. What astonishes her most is the
change'in poetry, the two lines having
the same ending of rhyme at the end
of each-es she puts it, "the two
lines kissing each other."

The tenth century, which Hallam
calls the darkest of the Dark Ages,
witnessed a retrograde movement
towards the hymns in the form used
in the East. With the gladness and
opening life of the eleventh and
following centuries came the rise of
the Iuropean Universities, and the
flowering forth of Gothic architecture.
It was no longer pent into massive
arches, to make gloomier the asceti-
cism of the sanchorite; the sense of
beauty wakened into life; even
churches became cheerful with the
summer wild-flower carved on their
columns, and the colours of rose and
violet shining bright in the windows.
The poetry used by the hymn-writers
partook of this change; to them we
owe the beautiful seven-syllable tro-
chaic metre so lovable in some. of
our most perfect lyric poetry-as in
Byron's " Maid of Athens," Shelley's
" Lines written among the Euganean
Hills," and Morris's "In the Merry
.White-thorn Brake." It occurs in
some lovely lines attributed to St.
Hildebert, and quoted in Longfellow's
"Golden Legend." But enough of
the mediæval poetry; it served a pur-
pose of transition ; and what life it
had faded as illuminating became a
lost art, and the colours in the cathe-
dral windows grew dimmer in the com-
ing dawn of the Reformation. During
the reaction from the Church in Pro-
vence, which the Church in the day of
her power was able to stamp out in,
blood, among the sectaries of Pro-
vence arose a new school of lyric poe-
try, in part derived from the rhymed
Latin verse, but with far more intricacy
of structure and a cadence of refrain
and recurrence of rhyme-key-notes
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which developed intý the early French
ballade. The early French and Nor-
man romancers wrote long poems and
tales in the eight-syllable iambic
metre of the Ambrosian Hynins.
Thence this metre passed to England
with the Anglo-Norman Romance
poetry, to be used in a modern form,
first by Chaucer,'to be degraded by
the Hudibrastic writers, and to be
glorified by Scott, Byron, and Words-

worth, with a long bourse before it in
the future of our literature. 'l he (so-
called) heroic metre, an iambic line
of ten syllables instead of eight, was
introduced by Chaucer. In the hands
of Dryden and Pope it became the
special vehicle for satire. A few
words remain to be said on some of
the more specialized forms of modern
metre, and on the rise and varieties of
English blank verse.

( To be continued.)

QUESTIONLNG AND ANSWERING.

BY W. R. MILLER, PRINCIPAL OF THE MODEL SCHOOL, GODERICH.

IN dealing with the subject of
Questioning and Answering, I

propose to briefly discuss, 1st, The
importance of a proper system of
questioning, and how proficiency
may be attained; 2nd, To offer
some general observations on what
I consider to be proper and'what
to ,be improper styles of questioning
and answering. I look upon ques-
tioning as the most important part of
the teacher's work, since to this ail
other parts converge, or from it di-
verge, and failure here, necessarily,
very materially affects his success as
a teacher.

To rightly estimate the importance
of the art of questioning it is only
necessary to consider the different
purposes which it serves. What is
conmonly called Tentative or Pre-
liminary questioning has for its objects,
1st, To discover the extent of the
knowledge possessed by the pupil in
reference to the subject about to be
taught, so that the teacher may adapt
his instruction to the child's wants, and
avoid -wasting time by attempting to
teach what the pupils already know;
2nd, That the teacher may utilizethe
information already acquired as-a foun-

dation on which to build additional
knowledge.

By a brief series of searching
questions the teacher is able to fix the
limit between the known and unnoWn,
and to put the class in a condition to
receive and master the knowledge he
has in store for them.

The most important objects of
questioning are the development and
cultivation of the intellectual faculties.
These objects are attained principally
by what is called Socratic or instruc-
tive questioning, which leads the pupil
to discover truth for himself. This
system carries the pupil along a suc-
cession of steps by which he is brought
to see the facts we wish him to learn.
The principle on which the system is
based is that it is what the child does
for himself, not what is done for him,
that really educates him, and therefore
the teacher should not tell a pupil
what he can guide him to discover for
himself. An important advantage of
this systen is that knowledge so
gained is much more likely to be
retained than that acquired in any
other way.

The object of examination question-
ing is to test acquired knowledge. By
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it the teacher ascertains how Pmuch
the pupil retains of information pre-
viously given, and whether assigned
lessons have been properly prepared.
Such questioning should be searching,
so that a superficial niay not pass for.
thorough preparation, for <which pur-
pose stress should be laid on the
more important points in the lesson
rather than on those that are most
obvious.

Fair, honest, and searching ques-
tioning will influence to a very great
extent the preparation of assigned
lessons. When the pupils .know that
they *will be thoroughly tested and
will receive credit for their diligence,
they will- have a strong motive for
exertion; but if the test be imperfect
or unsteady it holds out a chance of
escape, and thus virtually encourages
a low standard of preparation.

Such are the principal.forms of ques-
tioning and Itheir uses. The teacher
has constant occasion, in almost every
recitation, to use the three kinds in
close conjunction with each other.
Examination and instructive question-
ing, particularly, should be intimately
connected. Thus, when a pupil fails
to answer a question, or does not
answer it correctlyjthe question
should not be passed to another mem-
ber of the class, as is so frequently
done; but in the first case, the teacher
should go back a step or two, and by
judicious questioning lead the pupil
to see the fact for himself, and in the
second case the pupil should first be
brought to see his mistake and. then
questioned so as" to enable him to
arrive at a correct conclusion.

The greatest pains should be taken
in dealing with incorrect answers, as
they shevf the pupils deficiencies in,
and misconceptions of the subject, or,
in other words, they indicate clearly
where he is weak, and should lead the
teacher to make a proper diagnosis of
thé case, and apply the proper remedy.

How may the teacher attain pro-

ficiency in -questioning? The most
essential requisites are, I think, ist,
Adequate knowledge of the subject
under consideration, which knowledge
should embrace fnot only what the
text-book contains on the subject, but
such collateral matter as can be in-
tr6duced for illustration and explana-
tion. 2nd, A just-appreciation of the
capacity of the pupils. And 3rd,
Experience as the result of practice.

I need scarcely say that not only
extensive general scholarship, but
also careful and thorough preparation
of each day's work, is indispensably
necessary to efficiency in conducting
recitations. - •

Neither aptitude, experience in
teaching, nor knowledge of system,
can compensate for lack of prepara-
tion. The teacher should know the
subject so as to be able to entirely
dispense with the use of the text-book
during recitation. Such being the case,
he Will be able to give his attention
entirely to the class, and consequen.tly
conduct the exercise with much more
vigotir and animation; and, what is
also of much importance, he will
impress the pupils with that sense of
his competence and ability which is
necessary to ensure their confidence
and respect.

Besides benefiting the pupils, such
a system will improve the teacher's
own mind, and he 'will be encouraged,
as from time to time he teaches the
same subject, at finding that he is
able to do it better than ever before,
and that instead of being wearied
with repetition he becomes more and
more enthusiastic on the subject.

The capacity of the class should be
considered, so that the use of ques-
tions that are either too easy or too
difficult may be avoided. The, great
design of proper questioning is to
lead pupils to think clearly; therefore
each question should require a dis-
tinct intellectual effort, and each
answer should be the thoughtful
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result of such effort. If the questions'
are too easy the mental effort is
unnecessary, the exercise ceases to
be interesting, and consequently the
pupils become careless; while ques-
tions that are so difficult that pupils
cannot reasonably be expected to
answer them, lead either to guessing
-a most injurious habit-or to the
discouragement of the class, which
should always be carefully avoided.

With regard to the third requisite,
viz., Experience, I will merely re-
mark that questioning is an art, and
in this, as in all other arts, proficiency
can be attained only by long-con-
tinued and careful practice. The
teacher should studiously avoid any
system which has been found defec-
tive, or is not calculated to act advan-
tageously in the education of the
pupil, and constantly aim at finding
out and using that system which will
best promote the educational interests
of the class.

I shall now offer some general
observations on what I consider
defective and what proper forms of
questioning and ansWering. Ques-
tions should be clear,. concise, defi-
nite, and adapted to the capacity of
the class. They should be uttered
distinctly, so as to be heard by every
member of the class, and in order to
,necessitate close attention should not
be repeated by the teacher. They
should be correct in form, eo that no
change of phraseology will be neces-
sary, as such change causes loss of
time and tends to confuse the pupil.
They should be in plain, simple lan-
guage, intelligible to the comprehen-
sion of the most deficient in the class,
and should at once direct the atten-
tion of the pupils to the specific point
of which they are -to speak. Indefi-

• nite or general questions, such as
" Tell what yoýt know about the
Pacific Railway," or "Sketch the
reign of John," may do for Written
examinations, whe-e the pupil is ex-

pected tb say all he'can on a, given
subjecti but in oral examination it
saves time and prevents the introduc-
tion of much irrelevant matter to con-
fine the pupils to definite answers by
definite questions.

As a series, questions should be
logical-should omit nothing-should
develop every point in its proper
place, and constantly lead to the
ultimate fact to be brought out in the
lesson.

Ambiguous questions, or those that
allow of a choice of answers, should
not be used, as they encourage the
'habit of guessing. They should'not
suggest the answer,,either by the form
of the question, tone of the voice, in-
flection, emphasis, or, as is sometimes
done, by contrast, as, " Is the ele-
phant a very small animal?" As. a
rule, questions should not admit of
being answered by a simple "yes" or
"no," but should generally require
an answer in the form of a complete
sentence. Mere assent or dissent
does not require much intellectual
effort; and questions that admit of
such answers do not thoroughly test
a pupil's knowledge, as he may know
enough about the subject to enable
him to answer correctly in this way,
and still have very vague ideas. re-
garding it. Another weighty objec-
tion to such answers is that they are
useless as a means of cultivating lan-
guage, while the complete sentence
form accustoms the pupil to correct
and fluent expression and thought-
fulness-shews more clearly the
amount of his knowledge, .and. thus
leads to more pointed and suitable
instruction-and if, as should always
be the case, the' teacher requires an-
swers to be grammatically correct,
forins one of the very best exercises
in composition and grammar; for I
firmly maintain that grammar canbe
far more practically andusefullytaught
by requiring.pupils to speak coirectly
in the ordinary conversation of the
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school-room and playground, than by
a slavish adherence to text-books and
the memorizing of an indefinite num-
ber of definitions and rules.

Unless in the case of definitions,
answers should not be required in the
words of the book, as by such a me-
thod the pupil may easily substitute
memory for understanding in prepar-
ing and rehearsing bis lessons.

Elliptical questioning may be used
in the case of young pupils whose vo-
cabulary is limited, but should not be
used any longer than is necessary on
that account.

Simultaneousanswering maybe used
to encourage the weak and timid-
to give animation to a class w.hen
the interest begins to flag, or in a hur-
ried recapitulation, at the close of
the different points taught in the les-
son, but otherwise it should not be
used, as it is apt to destroy indepen-
dence in the pupil by taking away his
individuality. It also offers a very
strong temptation to indolence, as the
deficiencies of a pupil cannot by such
answering be made apparent to his
teacher and classmates.

I need hardly say that questions
should not be given to the members
of the class in regular rotation, or to
individual members of the class. Each
question should be given to the whole
class, so that every individual will re-
quire to make the intellectual effort
necessary to the preparation of the
answer, and, after a slight pause, some
member of the class should be called
upon to answer without any previous
intimátion as to who such person
will be.

Questions should be properly dis-
tributed, so that no member may feel
slighted or neglected, and the atten-
tion of careless pupils may be obtained
by frequently calling upon them to
answer.

Answers should indicate thought-
fulness, and be given in such a manner
as to admit of their being distinctly

heard by every member of the class ;
if not so given, the answer should be
repeated by the pupil-not by the
teacher. The manner of dealing
with incorrect answers, as already in-
dicated, refers only to instructive
questioning. In reviews, of course,
the pupils should receive credit for
correct answers only, but the mistakes
should be noted and corrected at the
close of the review.

In conducting a recitation, the
teacher's manner should be lively,
animated and encouraging, No pu-
pil should be ridiculed on account
of deficiencies; and judicious praise
should be given when deserved. I
am afraid that we, as teachers, are
apt to use censure too lavishly and
praise too sparingly.

" Timothy Titcomb," in bis "Les-
sops in Life," very aptly says: " The
desire for approbation is as legitimate
as the desire for food. I do not sup-
pose it should be much used as a
motive for action, perhaps it should
never be; but when a person, trom a
good motive, does a good action, he
deserves the approval of the hearts
that love him, and he receives -their
expressions of praise with' grateful
pleasure. Nay, if these expressions
of approval are denied him, he feels
in a certain sense wronged. He feels
that justice bas not been done hin,
and that there is something due him
that bas not been paid. Wheri a puipil
takes pains to do well, he feels himself
paid for every endeavour by praise,
and the most unsophisticated child
knows when praise is justly .due."

The least defective form I propose
noticing is the "drawing-out process,"
which consists in asking what the
lawyers call leading questions.

It is so well described by Page, in
his "Theory and Practice ofTeaching,"
that I cannot refrain from giving bis
words.

An arithmetic classis called up, and
the following dialogue takes place,:-
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"Where do you begin?" said the
teacher, taking the book.

Pupil-On the 8oth page, 3rd
question.

Teacher-Read it, Charles.
Charles-" A man being asked

how many sheep lie had, said that
he had them in twô pastures ; in one
pasture he had eight ; that three-
fourths of these were just one-third
of what he had in the other. How
many were there.in the other ?"

Teacher-Well, Charles, you must
first·get one-fourth of èight, must you
not ?

Chárles-Yes, sir.
Teacher-Wèll, one-fourth of eight

is two, isn't it?
Charles-Yes, sir, one-fourth of

eight is two.
Teacher-Well then, three-fourths

vill be three times two, won't it?
Çharles-Yes, sir.

. Teacher-Well, three times two are
six, eh?
, Gharles.-Yes, sir.

Teacher-Very well. Now, the
book says that this six is just one-
third of what he had in the other
pasture, don't it? .

Charles-Yes, sir.
Teacher-Then if six is one-third,

three-thirds will be-three times six,
won't it ?

Charles-Yes, sir.

Teacher-Then he had eighteen
sheep in the other pasture, had: he?

Charles-Yes, sir.
Teacher-Next, take the next one.
At this point I interposed, and

asked the téacher if he would request
Charles to go through it alone. • "Oh
yes," said the teacher; " Charles, you
may do it again." Charles read it
again and looked up. . Wl, 'Msaiçl
the teacher, "you nust firstget one-
fourth of eight, mustn't you?' ."Yes,
sir," "And one-fourth of eightç is
two, isn't.itP" "lYes sir,." And, sp>
the process went on as;þefore,ill the
final eighteen sheep iwere,drawn oit
as before. The teacherlooked around
with an air which seemed ·to says
"Now I supppse you are satisfieçI."
"Shall I ask Charles to, do it again ,"
said I. The teacher assented. Charles,
again read the questiorq and again-m->
looked up. I waited and, he waited,;
but the teachqrcouldnot wait. ".Wizy,
Charles,' said he impatienily, "yoq
want one-fourth of .eight, don't you,"
"Yes, sir," said Charks, ;promptly,
and I thought lest not ýo. ipsist fur1
ther at this.time, upon a repetition .of
Yes, sir, and the class w,ere .allowed;
to proceed in their own way., •

Compent is unn.ecessary, Qf
course no teacher in. West Huron
adopts such a method, butI fear,
something sinilar may still be heard
in other districts.

PARENTS AND TEE SCHOOLS.-Some time
ought to be taken, at home, to talk with the
children about «'bat they are learning and
doing at school. Such tàlks are what chil-
dren nat&i-ally expect ani like. Your chil-
dren arè not turned aWay to school to shift
whôlly foi theniselves, or to be taken care
of hòli bythe teacher, without any thought
of your own for them. You ought to know
w'hat the are stuâying, anç how they are

getting on. No matter if you find out sdnidd
thing about their plays and playmates, aid
the way they spend their recest. No mat-
ter, either, if the teacher finds out that you
kníow something of what is going on in an'
about the school-house ; and if she coines -to
understand' that without youir keeping"iyn
close and sharp watch upbn her, yoù 'have
an eye at least for all the good work she' is
doing.-Congrealon:aH.
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INCENTiVES TO STUDY.

DY J. CONNOLIY, HOLMESVILLE, WEST HURON.

NO subject at the present time it
- having· more said or written,

about it, by literary men of the high-
est attinmentÉ, than that of educa-
tion. If this .be the case, how diffictilt
isit for us to:find a theme in relatioh'
thereto that has not already been.
given every opportunity ýto divulge
its'secrets'.

I;' iin my own simplicity, thought
suchit asubject not altogether exhaust-
ed. It had presented itself to me as
one on which I could dilate at pleasure
without treading on the corns of anyz
one, but no sooner had I commenced
tô'dig arid delve in sdarch of some
m'attee fo help- ie ii the amplification
offiby skdletoil, than I 'found the sub-
jéct unider cdnsideration, in'all its va-
ridtusk biatiches, had been fully treated
bëfore I was born. Consequentlyi
anything which I present before you
tb:day rnäy be found little' more tian
gleanings, ifyou allow me thé expres-
sior, but, of the full sheaves of thoàe
*ho have written 'so abiy on the mat-
ter before us; yet I would fair hope
that what I do bring before you may
not be entirely void of interest, but
that, on the contrary, it may lead some
to read more on this important subject,
and other to practise what they haye
already, read.

Those who have been engaged in
th profession of teaching will 'have
oervdhat. the pupil's attention to,
study, q4ess guideçi by a ma»ter'
ha4por natural incli'ntioi,amount-
ing topertinacity, is as changeable as
the wnd on the seaboard,, though,
perhaps, not sô regular.

It therefore devolves upon us, as

teachers, to devise some plans, or
scheines, and prove, them by experi-
ment; or better, if already proven and
at our disposal, to use them, in suchb a
way that the youth.un "nder our -charge
may be as steady in the pursuit..of
knowledge as a vessç\ under, the
favouring. breezes of. thç trade winds.

"Surely,"» says one, "thiš s a con-
summatiop devoutly to be wishéd.., 1
an afraid your standard is too high."
Too high it may be, but I protest that
in this case it is betteÉ, yea, a great
deal better, to err on the side of a
high standard than on 'that of a lbw
one. It is a good hoise that-never
stumbles, and it is about as safe-to-be
thrown from his back clearing-a ferice
as when he stumbles on a -stôpe; in
the former you- are on your guarda--
not so in' the latter.

But what are those incentives -by
which we may incite our pupils to
study? First, let me direct your -at-
tention to that of Approbationand its
opposite, Disapprobation. See that
boy, as he wends his way along the
public thoroughfare, by the side, it
may be, of a brother or a sister. It
takes not the eye of a close observer
to discern the troubled countenance.
He has reached the µchool. The tear
glistens in his eye. • Mark, the lcok
of yonder teacer. Tendernessisin
that face. That glance is friendly.
Sympathy is depicted there. Note he
effects. The child is assured no harm
can befail im. That.approvng smile
has removed 'rom bis yoth'ul.nicd
tbè' horror of tle strap, sO ?glibly re-
hearsed at homié, never more to b'e
reinstated unless 'by that ionstew,
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Incompetencewhich rulés by fearandi
not by love..

A -smali matter, indeed, is this to
the-superficial observer, but. not so to
him? that understands a littleiof human
nàtue. That boy,- on leaving home,
was resolved to learn-was de'ëi-
mined to, win honours deserving of
praise from ta kind and affectionate
mother wholhad fitted him out vith
care on this important norning, and
watched with pride his receding form
as it vanished in the distance.

With such aireceptionshall his hopes
not be realized ? Our answer must be
in thé affirmative, unless his talents
at this stage are far below the average.
On, theiother hand, if instead of that
attractive.and winning smile beaming
on the teacher's countenance, a sour
look, areproachful eye, meet the gaze
of the ladi; count the cost, ail happi-
ness gone, his castles' built in air are
fled. No place like home, if not in
so many words, is the substance of his
thoughts4 • What a toil is the task,
which <might have :been a pleasure 1
And. do I overshoot the mark in stat-
ing. that half as many yéars tare con-
sumëd in mastering '" the Primer" as
under genial influences!months would
have accomplished ? Beware, I say,
how, you meet that -timid one, as for
the first. time he crosses. the threshold
of the school.

"Speak gently to the little child;
Its love be ,sure to gain ;

Teach it in accents soft and mild ;
It may .not. long, rçmain."

Now, presuming that the child has
entered schoot: and commencèd its
studies under the most favourable, cir-
cumstances, what cheaper 'incentive,
from the teacher'sstandpoint, can be
used than that ofpraise, or a inre
effectivetone, sofaras the child is con-
cenede- A littlé of'it suits very 'well
for the'best of usi and,'if toomucIf be
not-takeni acts as a gentle:medicine,
invigbràtingand-restoring our languid
factiltids -toia rormal- condition ; but,

how much the more' that 'pupft's?
Have you tried it?: What a beam, of
light illuminds the face as-that si x
year-old takes: in the situation, 'and
understands, that he, is the recipient.
of suchkininessi How he takes his
seat, looking hêre aid'-there ailh over'
the room tÔ see if 'those present have
not heard the burning words, or seen
the look, the cause ofi his, felicity 1.

While laying so much stression the
approval of attention to study,<I, would
have you.to understand that thisword
or these words oft praiseçàre to.be
spoken in season and not out. of fea-,
son. You are not, on every occasion,.
to lavish your commendations ;on him;
Lord Duffein, asoften as he threwý
the turf into the Geyser,, had a rise
out of him. Not so, in the case be-
fore us, Timeryour rewards.

The opposite of Approbation ,is
Disapprobation, also. 'a powerful fac-
tor towards urging, soine,, and perhaps
al], at times, to gain a little . know-
ledge. We are all prone to become
weary in the pursuit of any: gane-to,
hang fife ; the old stimulant iis -not,;
sufficient to-arouseus from our Ieth-
argy. For the present its- efficacy is:
gone, and we 'resort to another.course:
of procedure as a,matter of necessity.
What shall it be? Disapprobation?.
Yes. But how ? that is>the question.
Your reproachful look 'comes iin-now
-not the loôk of 'anger--put it on:
Your word of correction,. not the rod'
of correction, is:adnirably adaptedforr
the occasion. Not, as 1 isaid at our
last meeting, that the.-birch.is atthing
of.the past;- by no ineans. "Aplace.,
for everything, and everything, inrits
place," is my motto. In the:dismissal.
of this part of my subject lets:meisay,
your reproachful look, your word of:
correction, should, if possible,. 'ber.
given, i the first place, iin..private,,

and. if :not sufficient,.as ipubliclyrasi
your praise.. . . ·' . i

Emulation will nbw engage our,at.
tention as anincentive., -I meanspro-,
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gression without envy. " Let nothing
be donc through strife or vain-glory,"
saith the Scriptures; and if this com-
mand be broken, surely the golden
rule, to prefer another to yourself,
is also transgressed, in which, says
Dr. Wilson, " the whole essential
essence of true gentlemanly conduct
lies."

Having thus defined emulation, let
us examine how it serves duty as a
motive to influence our desire for in-
formation. A more common phrase
than "getting on ' I cannot think of.
Every man you meet, be he rich or
poor, learned or unlearned, is desirous
of "getting on" in the world. Is
there anything wrong in this desire ?
Certainly not. What a world this of
ours would be if we were content with
our present acquisitions, thoroughly
conservative in all our actions, not an
iota of go-a-head in our nature I
Truly, a Sleepy Hollow it would be.
But such is not our constitution. We
are either progressing or performing a
retrograde movement. The majority
incline to the " getting on." How is
it done ? In an upright manner? Is
the tendency of our teaching to make
men love the golden rule-to pre-
fer another to oneself? I am afraid
not. When boys and girls, young
men and maidens, can be found who
rejoice at the blighting of the hopes
of their companions-who glory in
their own success, and openly pro-
claim, "None is like unto me"-when
we find this not confined to individu-
als alone, but displayed in the family, is
there not "a screw loose " somewhere
-something wrong that requires to
be set right? No wonder that a gen-
tleman said to me the other day,
that " the total sun of the work done
in our schools, Public and High, is
intellectual culture, the social and
moral elernent being entirely ignored."
This I consider due to emulation,
meaning rivalry and envy. The whole
powers of our pupils are applied that

they may head the list on examination
day, crow over the result, and bring
into contems, those who are unsuc-
cessful. A story told by Sir Walter
Scott of his school days may illus-
trate the point, though far-fetched.
" There was," said lie, " a boy in my
class at school who stood always at
the top ; nor could I, with al] my
efforts, supplant him. Day after day
came, and still lie kept his place, do
what I vould, till at length I observed
that, wlen a question was asked him,
lie always fumbled with his fingers at
a particular button in the lower part
of his waistcoat. To remove it, there-
fore, became expedient in my eyes,
and in an evil moment it was removed
with a knife. Great was my anxiety
to know the success of my measure,
and it succeeded too well. When the
bey, was next questioned, his fingers
sought again for the button, but it was
not to be found. In his distress he
looked down for it : it was to be seen
no more than to be felt. He stood
confounded, and I took possession of
his place; nor did he ever recover it,
or ever, I believe, suspect who was
the author of his wrong." Does
not the same principle live to-day?
Should this be the case? I could
take you to a house not a thousand
miles away; thither the weekly papers
were carried, that certain names might
be displayed, knowing well that the
members of the household were con-
spicuous by their absence on this
printed sheet. We talk about ques-
tionable advertising. Is not this
questionable advertising? Judge for
yourselves. What is published? Is
it entirely the result of perseverance?
Is it entirely.the result of effort or of
worth.? You will surely not say it is;
nor yet would I affirm that they are
absent. . But of one thing i am. cer-
tain, viz. : that some hard-working stu-
dent's name is not there, and we do
him an injury by its absence. Let us
do right, encourage our pupils to do:.,
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right, and be careful about the mucans
we employ to incite them to win pre-
,erent.

I say this not in the way of com-
plaint; for I am proud of our system
of education-proud of the rapid pro-
gress being made towards perfection
-proud of being associated to-day
with men and women who are covet-
ing the best gifts, that they may dis-
charge their duties faithfully. We are
not engaged in a garne of chance, but
may, by the judicious use of our tal-
ents, discard that which is of no ser-
vice to our calling-a calling next in
importance to the Christian ministry,
and as broad in its influences. Par-
don this digression.

I was saying we must be c'xeful
about the means we employ to kindle
and foster the desire for preferment.
We must educate them, not forgetting
that part of a liberal education, as laid
down by Huxley, viz., " To love all
beauty, whether of nature or of art, to
hate all vileness, and to respect others
as himself;" and the same writer says :
"I protest that if some great power
would agree to make me always think
what is truc, and do what is rigþt on
condition of being turned into .a sort
of dock, and wound 'up every morn-
ing before I got out of bed, I should
instantly close with the offer. The
only.freedom I care about is the free-
dom to do right; the freedom to dg
wrong I am ready to part with on the
cheapest terms to anyone who wil1
take it of me."

There is sufficient evil in our na-
tures withput education nourishing it.
We want a fev more Arnolds in the
profession-men and women who ivill
sacrifice a little cheap popularity for
the more valuable gratitude of their
pupjls in after-life. We want promoi-
tion, but not at too high a figure.
These talented pupils will get opu in
spite of us. Help ihose who are un-
fortunate,, for the tinie being. '
the roughest nugget of huma& goi

there is a wealth to be developed that
can carry a blessing with it whereso-
ever it may go." Dcpçnd upn. it,
they are the boys and girls, as a rulce
who, in the future, will be our lea4i'ng
men and women in the various avo-
cations of life.

Again, education is profitable-
profitable unto all things, spiritual and
temporal. No trait of character
should be more sedulously cultivated
than that of being useful. To be use-
ful in our day and gencration should
be the aim of all, and by what better
means can this principle be inculcated
than by the medium of our schools ?
We are brought into contact* daily
with childhood, when the mind is
more easily moulded than at any
later period-wheti the,mind is more
susceptible, more capable of receiving
lasting impressions. " Eduçation is
not mere scholarship. It is not;-merè
book-craft. It is thought led on to
reflection. It is reflection developed
into purpose. It is purpose consum-
mated by action." By nature we are
selfish, yet in children, by times, ive
sec a desire to be of service to supe-
riors, and occasionally to inferiors.
Would there be any harm, wher.
occasion offers, to tell the story of
John Howard, the philanthropist-
to picture to the plastic mind of
youtlh the undying zeal, the obstinacy
in overcorfiing difficuies..displayed
by this great, good, and nob,1e man,
that he, might alleviate tlÈ sufering of
those incarcerated .n English .gaois,
and at last dying .in ha,ness, far from
home? Would it be wrçrg towdivell
for a short time àn the life. of Wilber-
force, as we pass his name ýn history,
to tell of the large soul. in a sMall
body-of a life spent with a purpose,
"The Emancipation of the Slave?"
Who can tell what benefits would
.acFrue from an occasional glance at
Livingstone, the. greatest of migsign-
aries, though it, e m magiation-
a. word .bout araday, Mill,er, and
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others toi numerous to mention, not
alone on the score of usefulness, but
on that of acquisition, our next
incentive ?

We rend of "The Old Curiosity
Shop," by Dickens, but what youth
is not full of curiosity? What youth
so duli, who does not ask questions
difficult of being answered ? Should
we satisfy the thirst for knovledge?
By all means. I go further: cultivate
it. At times you will be amply
rewarded by their peculiar logic.
Witness the following dialogue: A
little barefooted four-yeat-old said to
his papa last summer, as he was hoe-
ing in the garden: "Does God make
everything grow?" "Yes," he re-
plied. "Docs God make thistles
grow?" "Certainly, my boy."
"l Well," said the little fellow, "l He is
a curious kind of a man; if He had
one in His foot He wouldn't."

Permit your pupils to ask questions,
whatever the subject is under consi-
deration. If you cannot fully explain
it it the time, defer your answer. I
know some do not like this plan, fear-
ing that they will sink in the estima-
tion of their pupils. Not a bit of it 1
Our heads are not like Thackeray's
hall, seventy feet in length, fifty-six in
breadth, and thirty-eight feet high,
capable of holding everything, and
knowing everything. I give our pu-
pils credit for knowing that much.
Once more, I say, cultivate this habit
of asking questions, that the desire of
acquisition be not stunted. It might
be well termed the true " Educational
Habit." How many, when they leave
school, forget all that they ever ac-
quired, and have no desire to push
onward? How many of our acquaint-
ances have any taste for literature,
outside of those who find it necessary
for the battle of life? Should this be
the case ? No, a thousand times no I
"Life itself, from the cradle to the
grave, if used aright, is education;
for education is the due development

of our powers of mind and hcart by
exercise. But yet there are multitudes
of men who, as it werc, stand still as
the crowd passes; thcy stand whcre
they did ten, twenty years ago; they
have made no progrcss; the world
has breathed, and thought, and acted,
and great hcarts have donc nobly
while the sluggards have been like men
without cycs, without cars, without
motive, end, or aim, with life scarcely
pulsating at their hearts." A sad
picture is this, but too truc. A farmer
said to me the other cvening, " I
wish we could get our young folks to
read more." Yes ; a wonderful world
is this we live in whcn intelligent
young men and women go to sleep
rather than buy a book and read it.
Let us sec to it, then, that we curb
not the curiosity of youth.

A word about prizes. I fecl that I
am on disputed territory; bringing
before you a burning question-an
incentive about which everyone should
be informed. Is it right to give prizes?
I refer to the system of giving two or
three prizes to a class, and also the
giving of one prize for a certain sub-
ject, when an examinatio is in the
near future. I have tried the latter
and found it a failure ; not so far as
the examination was concerned. By
no means. Everything there was a
success. But I look for something
more than that to satisfy my mind.
The plan is wrong, radically wrong.
Out of a class of twenty pupils, only
two were striving at the last; the rest
saw clearly that they had no chance,
and dropped off one by one. Shall I
recommend to you what 1 cannot
approve of myself? Impossible. Re-
frain from such a practice. Do not
permit your love of show to overcome
your better nature. What we do, let
it be done with the sole object of
drawing out all the talent under our
care, and not that of the few. Two
or three prizes are somewhat better,
but still deficient. Even under this
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stimulant some feel that they cannot
be successful, and arc thereforc left
out in the cold undcr the blighting in-
fluenccs of a sense of incapacity.
Page, after trcating this subject fully,
says: "I may venture to add, as a
scholium to what has already been
said, that the teacher who has not yet
learned to call into exercise thesc
higher motives, viz., the desire to do
right, etc., and to rely for success
mainly upon them, and who dares
not abandon the systeni of exciting
stimulants for fear of a failure, has yet
much to lcarn as a true educator of
the young."

Is it not a fact that our honor men
do not head the list of the success-
fuls in after-life? And if I be not mis-
taken, a large number succumb in
their endeavour to ivin honors, or
have their constitutions so shat-
tered as to be utterly unable to com-
pete with those who have taken the
casier course, and are, in Spencer's
phrascology, better animals.

Moreover, some come to maturity
carlier than *others, and shall we
neglect the remainder that they may
have a surfeit, and consequently the
right to hold us up to scorn the rem-
nant of their days ? Let us be strong
men, having a purpose, ever remem-
bering that there are no gains without
pains. Carlyle once said " there was
no good in the world." I question
his sincerity on the occasion ; but be
that as it may, if there be any good,
and men instruments of doing it,
where may men have greater oppor-

EDUCATION that extends no further than
to develop conceit because of some petty
supericrity is hardly worth an intelligent
person's time to acquire. Education should
develop the whole mind and extend to the
whole department of knowledge; and not
only make the individuat man better and
nobler, but through this nobility influence
that which surrounds him. We must have

tunities of accomplishing their pur-
pose than in the profession to which
we belong ?

I leave the matter of giving a
book to every child an open question,
as at present I have my doubts as to
whether it be an incentive under the
circumstances. Think over the mat-
ter, and if not fully persuaded of its
utility, cast it overboard ; if satisfied,
let it have a place among your incen-
tives.

I have already excecded the time
I intended to occupy, but let me say,
that I do not vish anyone to agree
with me in all I have said. Yet one
thing I desire: that every teacher
present shall think of the responsi-
bility that rests upon him or her, as
the case may be; make a struggle to
understand the proper incentives, and
having donc so, to use them.

'' The man whose mind is not well
stored with accurate knowiledge-with
facts digested and made available-is
not likely to ' wear well,' or to say
and do much worth saying and doing.
He may be a keen, cutting tradesman,
able almost to cheat the devil, and
to come on his legs in every sort of
transaction, and to get a profit out of
anything, everything, or nothing:-he
may be an ingenious inventor, a pro-
found mechanist, or an adroit manu-
facturer, and become rich 1 rich 1 rich 1
-a millionaire I But if he is nothing
more, he might, so far as the higher-
the highest-ends and purposes of ex-
istence are concerned, have been born
an idiot."

specialists, but because a man is a specialist
he need not be narrow-minded; neither
should education make a man exclusive, and
cause him to have no thought for the happi-
ness and well-being of those about him.
The higher his education, the more he should
delight in doing good and making the woyId
better in all departments that tend to elsvate
the race to a higher sphere.-Elson.
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PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

by JOHN H. BALDERSON, B.A., Mathenati-

cal Master, Port Hope -igh School.

205. If S=the sum of the mth powers, P=
the sum of the products in together, of the n
natural numbers a,, a2, a,....an, shew that
nl-rS'> [n -1 ni niP.

S= E + .... +a," ; and we know

from the theory of inequalities that
a'M +a' +..+ ' >n a,+a.+ .. + -a)

> m (a,, a,.... a,,) ; and the number of
combinations of n things taken ni at a time is

--- L . and since there are m terns

each of these will occur times the number

of combinations; .'. each tern shall occur

- times;
n [n - m[li

In 1L 
.- ~~[z S'>m times product taken
nt [nI - M[M

ni at a time;

· ·· 11 S'> mn P ;
n [z -_m[m

n -i
[n - mn[m

206. A point is taken in an equilateral
triangle,- and the distances from that point
to the angles are respectively 1o, 7j and rz.
chains; find the area of the triangle.

Problems in Arithmetic by W. S. ELLIS,
B.A., Math. Master, Cobourg Coll. Inst.

I. A and B buy the apples in a barrel for
$2.25. B pays 75 cents of this price, A pay-
ing the rest. It costs B 25 cents to get then
home, and A gives 15 cents for the barrel,
which B keeps. When they settle who owes
the other, and how much ?

Ans. B owes A 40 cents.

II. Three times the sum of two numbers

is 312, and half their sum multiplied by
quarter their difference is 104. What are
the numbers ? Ans. 48 and 56.

III. What multiplier will change miles
per hour to yards per second. Ans. '2.

IV. Given that the diameter of a circle is
& of the circumference, that the driving
wheel of a locomotive is 7 feet across, and
that when this wheel is turning ir times a
second the locomotive is 3 minutes going
one mile; find what fraction of the distance
travelled was lost by slipping. Ans. é.

V. In the previous problem, what would
have been the rate of moving in miles per
hour had there been no slipping?

Ans. 224 miles.

VI. Given that the diameter ofthe driving
wheel is 6 feet, and that the piston has a
stroke of 20 inches, through what distance
backward and forward does the piston move
while the locomotive is going 4 miles?

Ans. 7 miles.

VII. A Canadian who bought a set of
volumes in Boston got ,j of the marked price
thrown off, but he had to pay a duty of i5
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cents on every dollar that the goods cost, and
also express charges amounting to $1.45.
This whole cost was 771 cents more than
the marked price of the books. What was
the marked price, also the amount of duty
collected? Ans. $30 and $3.82J.

VIII. There are six numbers whose G.C.M.
is 18, and whose L.C.M. is 126o, find them..

Ans. 36, go, 126, 180, 252, 630.

IX. An article is sold at a price which is
j above cost. Had the cost been § of what
it really was, and the selling price remained
the sane, the gain would have been $3; find
the first cost. Ans. $4.50.

X. The length of a picture is to its breadth

as 5 :4, and it costs $4.10 to get it framed
with a moulding every 3 inches of which is
worth io cents. If the workman charge 50
cents for making and fitting the frame, find
what it will cost to varnish the picture at
$1.25 pet square yard. Ans. 69; ets.

XI. How much should a man, who wishes
to make io pet cent. on his money, pay for
a note drawn for $[6o with interest at 7 per
cent. per annum, the note having already

run 4 months, and becoming.due in 5 months
from the time of purchase ?

Ans. $161.664.

XII. A house is 4o feet long, 25 feet wide,
the walls are 12 feet high, and the ridge of
the roof rises io feet above the walls. The
roof extends beyond the walls one foot all
around. In the walls there are 2 doors each

7 ft. by 5 ft., and 6 windows each 5 ft. by

3 ft. -ow much money will be required to
buy material to "close in" this bouse and
lay down the lower floor, under the following
conditions:-The roof to be covered with
shingles each 18 inches long, 4 inches wide,
and 5 inches exposed ; the walls to be cov-
ered with· siding 6 inches wide,. each piece
overlapping the one beneath it one inch;
and the floor to be laid down of boards ii
inches thick; the shingles to cost $1.75 per
bunch of 500,. the siding to cost $12.50 per

thousand feet, surface measure, and the floor.
ing to-cost $16. pet thousand feet of one inch
thick ? . Ans. $6z.68.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO.

Senior Matriculation, 188r.

ARITHMETIC AND ALGEBRA.

i. Given £1 sterling =$4.86A, obtain
short methods for the conversion of sterling
into currency and currency into sterling, and
illustrate by examples.

2. The issue price of certain railway shares
was $5o, to be paid in five Instalments of $zo
each, the first on application. After a "call"
or second payment of $zo the shares stood at
$i a share premium. A person then invested
$756, and after paying a further call of $1o,
a dividend was declared of 8, pet cent. pet
annum on the paid-up capital. What is the
amount of his dividend, and what interest
does he get for his money?

3. Explain the metric system of veights
and measures, and give the English equiva.
lent of each metric unit.

4. Simplify

bc(x-a)* ca(x -b)= ab(x-c)2
(a-b) (a-c) +(b-c) (b-a) (c -a) (c-b)

y+z z+x .x+y
5. If 3b-c 3c-a 3a-b

x+y+z a+b+c
shewthat a.x+by+cz=a2+b2+c'

6. If p+q+r=o, j 4+g 4 +r 4

7. Divide by Horner's method
x +5x- -189xa -162x +486x - 2187

by x +3xa +27.

8. Three boats started at the same mno.
ment, at intervals of roo yards apart ; in 6
minutes the third overtook the second, and
in 2 minutes more it overtook the first. How
soon will the second-overtake the first?

9. Solve

yv'{a- x)(x-)+xV(a- y)(b-y)
=26v'(a-x)(a-y)+2a\I(x -- b) (b-y)
xy=4ab.

Io. When are four quantities said to be in
proportion? What value must be given to
x to make I+x, 2+x, 8-x, Io-x pro.
portionals?
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TEACHERS' ASSOCIATIONS.

CHRONICLE OF THE MONTH.

NORTHUMBERLAND TEACHERS' AssocIA-
TION. -The regular semi-annual meeting of
this Association was held in Cobourg, on
Thursday and Friday, the 6th and 7th of
October, Mr. D. C. McHenry, M.A., pre-
siding.

At the preliminary session the sum of $30
was voted to supplement the subscription of
members for the School ./ournal and the
CANADA EDUCATIONAL MONTIHLY. A dis-
cussion ensued as to whether the County
Associations throughout the Province are,
after all, rendering the best possible results
to the profession in return for the great.ex-
pense necessarily incurred in their manage-
ment. A resolution was unanimously adopt-
ed instructing the Secretary to correspond
with the Secretaries of other Associations,
requesting them to unite with us in memori-
alizing the Honourable the Minister of Edu-
cation on the matter of securing the services
of some competent person to conduct Teach-
ers' Institutes throughout the country, to
take the place of the present Associations.
The following subjects were discussed:-
"English Gramynar : The Verb,"-G. E. R.
Wilson; "How to Conduct a Recitation,"
-D. E. Stephenson; " Use and Abuse of
Text-Books in Teaching,"-D. I. Johnston ;
" Elementary Physiology,"--R. K. Orr, B. A.;
" Question Drawer,"- Messrs. Orr, Ellis,
and Ash; " Uniform Promotion Examina-
tions,"-Inspectors Tilly and Scarlett.
The addresses and the discussions on these
subjects were of the usually interesting
character.

The following were elected officers for
1882:-President, G. Dowler; Vice-Presi-
dent, J. E. Flewwelling; Secretary and
Treasurer, D. E. Stephenson-; Management
Committee, Messrs. Scarlett, I.P.S., Hey-

ward, and Ellis, B.A., B.Sc.; Auditors,
Messrs. Ellis and Black.

An extremely interesting and instructive
lecture was delivered on Thursday.evening
by the Rev. S. S. Nelles, D.D., President of
Victoria University ; subject, " Mistakes in
Education." The next meeting will be held
in Brighton early in May, 1882.

NORTH HASTINGS TEACHERS' AssoCIA-
TION.-The semi-annual meeting of the
North Hastings Teachers' Association was
held at Madoc, October 6th and 7th. The
usual routine business was disposed of, and
a motion to purchase a sufficient number of
copies of the Minutes of the last meeting of
the Provincial Association, to supply each
paying member with a copy, was carried.
The Treasurer was instructed to publish a
detailed statement of the receipts and expen-
ditures in connection with the promotion
examinations. A short discussion took
place on how to improve those examinations,
and examiners were appointed for the Christ-
mas examination.

The following subjects were discussed dur-
ing the Convention: Reading to 2nd, 3rd,
and 4th classes; Grammar; and Canadian
History, introduced by Mr. J. H. Smith,
I.P.S., Hamilton and Wentworth, to whose
assistance much of the success of the conven-
tion is due; English History, introduced by
Mr. Kirk, Principal M. S., Madoc; The Rail-
road System of Ontario, by Mr. Rowe, Mar-
mora; Writing, for the discussion of which -the
Association was fortunate enough to obtain
the services of Mr. Robinson, Commercial
College, Belleville; Spelling, introduced by
Mr. Mackintosh, I.P.S., N. Hastings, who
also delivered an address to teachers.
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A learty vote of thanks was acorded
to Mr. Smith for the valuable assistance he
had given in making the convention a suc-
cess; and also to Mr. Robinson for his in-
structive address on Writing.

On the evening of the 6th, Rev. Dr.
Jacques, Albert College, Belleville, delivered
an interesting lecture on " Professional
Enthusiasm" to a large and most attentive
audience.

WENTWORTH AND HAMILTON TEACH-
ERs' AssocIATIoN.-The half-yearly meet-
ing of tle above Association was held in the
Examination Hall of the Collegiate Institute,
Hamilton, on Friday and Saturday the 21St
and 22nd of October. About two hundred
teâchers were in attendance, making it one of
the most successful meetings ever held in the
county. The Association was opened on Fri-
day morning at io o'clock by the President,
W. H. Ballard, M.A. The morning was
taken up principally with routine work. In
the afternoon the President gave an interest-
ing and instructive lecture on " Units."
" Arithmetic " was taken up by Mr. D. E.
Sheppard, of the Collegiate Institute, who
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briefly reviewed the work required for en-
trance to High Schools, explaining rnany
short methods and points of interest. Mr.
Sheppard's lecture provoked a lively discus-
sion upon the subject. In the evening a
very able and interesting lecture was given
by J. H. Smith, 1.P.S., on "The Aims of
our Public Schools." Mr. Smith was list-
encd to with a great deal of pleasure, and at
the close of his address received a hearty
vote of thanks.

On Saturday morning " Geography " was
taken up by Mr. John McInnes, who gave
many useful hints on the teaching of the
subject. He thought that too little import-
ance was attached to Physical Geography,
and blamed the Intermediate examination
for being the cause of it.

Mr. T. C. L. Armstrong, M.A., of
Toronto, gave an eloquent address upon
* English in our Public Schools." At the
close of bis lecture Mr. Armstrong was pre-
sented with a beautifully engrossed address
by ihe memabers of the Association, as a
recognition of the valuable services rendered
by him in the past. The Association then
roge.

HORÆ HORATIANÆ.-III.

BY GEORGE MURRAY, B.A. (OXON.), SENIOR CLASSICAL MASTER, HIGH SCHOOL,
MONTR EAL.

(Continuedfrom page 69.)

HORACE--BOOK Il., ODE III.

Maintain an even-balanced mind,
When Fortune frowns ; if fate be kind,
Be not with pride uplifted high,
For, Dellius, thou art doomed to die:

Whether thy life- hath all been sad,
Or festal days have found thee glad,
Couched on the turf, with cup in hand,
Quaffing Falernum's choicest brand.

Where poplar pale, and soaning pine
Their hospitable boughs entwine,
And the swift streamlet toils along
Its winding channel with a song,

Thither let wine and perfumes rare
Be brought, with roses frail but fair,

While chance permits, ere youth be led,
Or the Three Sisters cut life's thread.

Thy woods, amassed on every side-
Thy villa, washed by Tiber's tide-
The heaped up treasures that are thine,
These to an heir thou must resign.

Kinsman to Inachus of old,
Or beggar, shivering in the cold,
It matters nought-for thou must go
To ruthless Pluto's realm below.

Al flock to Hades: from the urn
The lot of each leaps forth in turn:
Al in the same dark boat are sent
To everlasting banishment.
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CONTEMPORARY OPINION.

THE BEST IS THE CHiEAPEST.

Tr E ranks of women-teachers are filled up
principally by young persons who, residing
at home, teach as a means of lightening the
burden to their parents of supporting them.
There are a few who devote themselves
heroically to their profession from a pure
love of it, but the majôrity teach because
they needs must do something.

In any proper theory of social advance-
ment, the instruction of youth should be the
most honourable of the professions. It
should be set apart exclusively for the most
refined, affectionate, conscientious, and intel-
ligent men and women. For such persons
teaching bas many attractions in itself.
These would be added to by making the
profession remunerative, and hence honour-
able. It should afford a better career than
law or commerce, authorship or preaching.
At present, most of the talent and energy of
the country is to be found in counting-
houses; some of it bas been diverted, by a
college education worthy of the dark ages,
into courts, scribblers' garrets, and the pul-
pit. There seems no reason why much of it
should not be induced to enter the school-
room and fashion the rising generation to
nobler and grander views than are enter-
tained by many now on the scene of action.

The importance of having teachers of the
very highest qualifications cannot be over-
estimated. Ten parents out of twelve of
those who send to the public schools are
unfit to serve as examples to their children.
Slovenliness in dress, infirmity of temper,
rudeness of manner, disposition to tyrannize,
sullenness, impatience, under-bred deport.
ment, narrowness of prejudice, and defeutive
education are common enough in.families to

need a corrective elsewhere. That correc-
tive can only be found in neat, sunny-tem-
pered, impartial, polite, well-bred, and
thoroughly educated teachers. Constant
intercourse witlh sucli persons will insensibly
mould the character of youth and counteract
the evil influences of a defective home edu-
cation. The child imitates, unconsciously,
those with whom he is brought into contact;
and is injured, rather than p-cofited, by being
sent to teachers inferior to his parents.

If women teachers perform the same work
as men, what solid reason is there against
thpir receiving equal remuneration ? Ought
the first lesson taught children to be one of
social injustice? Ought the teacher herself
to be an illustration of the willingness of the
" leading influence " to keep back the wages
of the labourer? What effect must it have
on the youthful mind to see that society
thinks it right to pay a woman only half or
three-fourths as much as a man for the sane
work ? Is it right to infuse into the next
generation injustice by example, while we
endeavour to teach thema justice by pre-
cept?

What teacher who does not thoroughly
love ber profession can work with her whole
heart while she is conscious all the time that
ber services are inadequately remunerated,
and that she must turn and twist her.finances
in every conceivable way in order to preserve
a respectable and lady-like appearatice ? If
they bave others besides themselves to.main.
tain-as is often the case-this is almost im-
possible, and they have the bitter conscious-
ness that society visits upon them the nar-
rowness of their resources in a correspqnd-
ing depression of respectability.-By Flor-
enre H. Birney, in New-Englanud Journal o
Educati on.
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THE SCIOOL TEACHER'S
SOLILOQUY.

13Y A SCIHOOL MA'AM.

To teach, or not to teach, that is the question:
Whether 'tia better in the school to suffer
The noise and bother of four doten young.

sters,
Or to take up arms against a sea of troubles,
And, by marrying, end them ? to love-

to marry-
Ne more; and by marrying to say we end
The heart-ache, and thousand petty troubles
That teachers are heir to ;-'tis a consum-

mation
Devoutly to be wished; to love-to marry;-
To marry! perchance to be miserable ; ay,

there's the rub;
For in that state of wedlock what troubles

May corne,
When we have shuffled off our happy girl-

hood,
Must give us pause; there's the respect
That makes teaching of so long life ;
For Who would bear the anxieties of exami-

nations,
The scorn of High School teachers, the care-

lessness of trustees,
The weariness of mind and body, the criti-

cism of inspectors,
The insolence of children, and the care
That patient teachers with unworthy pupils

take,
When they themselves might their quietus

make
By simply marrying? Who would all this

bear,
And grunt and sweat under a weary life,
But that the dread of misery after marriage,
That untried state, into which if you once

enter,
You can never return, puzzles the girls,
And makes them rather bear the ills they

have
Than fly to others that they know not of I

-Ex.

GOD has endowed us with a quality of
mind-an inner sense-that yearns for more
and more growth and development ; with an

intense desire to investigate nature-an in.
clination, as it werej to travel on toWard
Him, He who is wise will ponder these
things, and his desires, like the depths of
nature, will never lose interest or become
shallow so as to give no more satisfaction.
The more we look into nature the better we
are repaid for our trouble. The weak man
may grow weary at the accumulations of the
wisdom of ages, but to the strong man no
such weariness will occur. He will continue
in seeking that which is valuable to himself
and others so long as the physical power
within him will permit, and when this
fails he will see in this physical and well.
earned weakness not an evil but a wisdom
that passeth the understanding of weak men.
-Eson:.

OW'NERSHIP IN BOOKs. -Ownership in
a good book adds to the power of a book.
A hundied well-sélected books owned by a
child will exert a far greater influence over
him than the same hundred books will if bor-
rowed from a public library. The best way
to protect a child from the influence of bad
literature is to invest him with the owner-
ship of that which is good. The parent who
fails to interest his child in good reading by
securing for him a small but well-selected
library, fails to do his duty and foregoes a
high privilege. When a book can be bought
for five cents, but few have any excuse for
this neglect.-Spt. 7. H. Smnart, id.

T*HosE who are sometimes troubled to
know how to pronounce the termination
"9 ouigh "--so troublesome to- foreigners-
may see how simple and easy the following
niakes the task :

"Wife, make me sopie dumplings of dough,
They're better than meat for my cough;

Pray let them be boiled till hot through,
But not till they're heavy and tough.

"Now I must be.off to.my plough,
And the boys (when they've had enough),

Must keep the flies,off wiLh a bough,
• While theý old mre drinlks 4 thç truugh,"
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TuE BEST ScHoo.-That schuol is not
considered tie best in which the machinery
of government is most prominent, and the
pupils behave like mere automatons, exhibit.
ing no individuality, but a total absence of
natural freedon; but where the spirit of
investigation is rife, where all are actively
employed in legitimate work, where a natu-
ral development of the best faculties of the
mind is progressing, where pupils understand
that they themselves have a great work to
do, and not many years in which to accom-
plish it-there is the place to look for results
which will be valuable and lasting.-Hon.
W. Richardson, Supt. Schools, Chillicothe, O.

HIow To TEAcH.-If an educated man
wants to learn a foreign language, he begins,
as soon as he can read at all, with something
that he expects to find interesting. He
reads a novel, unless he has a distaste for
novels, and then he reads poetry or somp
author whom he has hitherto known only
by repute or by a translation. The motive
is the same in all three cases. He wants to
have the necessary drudgery of mastering a
foreign language lightened, and he chooses
books which he thinks will lighten it. Pre-
cisely the same course should be taken with
children in elementary schools.-London
Saturday Review.

CONTRIBUTORS' DEPARTMENT.

A HIGH SCHOOL AND ITS MORAL.

To the Editor of The Nation.

SiR,-I have taught in a High School two
months. In that time I have made several
discoveries-I mean they were discoveries to
me. I came out of college last June, know-
ing that I was to fill this position. I had no

" experience " nor "methods " when I en-

tered "the work;" I had done some think-

ing, and had a few notions about teaching.
The chief one was that if I made the studies

interesting, other matters would right them-

selves. I worked hard, and succeeded in get-
ting thoroughly enthusiastic myself. I found,
however, that my classes were by no means

unanimous in their enthusiasm. I was puz-
zled ; I did not consider myself wholly to

blame; for there were a number who had

been listless at first who were most animated

now. I went to old teachers who had had

" wide experience." I stated as clearly as I
could my trouble, and asked for an explan-
ation. With a smile that made me feel as
if they had patted me upon the head and
addressed me as " Sissy," I was told that I
should soon "get used to that-all teachers
did ; " " there were somechildren that could
never be interested in anything; " 4fter I

had had more " experience" I should learn
to accept this as an unavoidable evil. I was
sceptical ; I tried a little harder to be enter-
taining. My History class were studying
about Egypt. It was dry for me, very stu-
pid to them. Lessons dragged. We began
to read aloud from Ebers's "Egyptian Prin-
cess." We had only half an hour a day for
this, but it produced a marked change in
the majority of the class. They were not
suffered to take the book outside, and I
found that the text-book lessons were recited
with an astonishing velocity, so that a few
minutes might be secured for the "Princess."
Iowever, there were several of the class who
sat dreamy-eyed and passive, smiling in po.
lite amazement when the rest of us became
excited over our reading.

I have also a Natural Philosophy class.
One day we learned that " nature abhors a
vacuum." I thought of the minds of
some of my nonchalant scholars. I con-
cluded that nature must abhor a mental as
well as a physical vacuum. Still, believing
that these young people were interested in
something, I set myself to find out what
that something might be. One of my no-
tions was, that the way I used to write com-
positions was all wrong. Like most chil-
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dren, my subjects, if not abstract nouns,
were reversed and revised quotations from
cyclopredias and histories, cradled in a few
moralizing ideas abstracted trom my mother
or big sister. I spent much time talking
with my scholars out of school hours, and
as I like things that boys and girls like-
such as jig-saws, base-ball, china-painting,
and the St. Nicholas-I soon found what was
nearest the hearts of many of my boys and
girls, and I made them write of these things.

I was still baffled by the same dolce far
niente scholars. Light was poured in upon
my dira understanding one day in the shape
of a pink-tinted, gilt-edged, perfumed note,
breathing words of love from a girl of fifteen
to a boy of seventeen. I was no longer
mystified. How could a girl of fifteen have
any room for the pyramids of Egypt when
her mind was overfiowing with an absorbing
passion ? Had ve not advanced a step fur-
ther in physics, and learned that no two
bodies can occupy the same space at the
same time'? I took observations, and con-
vinced myself that here was one source of
my trouble. I thought: "If this matter
begins in the High School, I must find some
way to nip it in the bud." I began to inves-
tigate. The grammar grades seemed familiar
with the " old, old story ;" it did not ap.
pear to be a new thing in the intermediate
departments. I had occasion to leave the
building one noon earlier than usual. The
primary school had just been dismissed. A
group of small boys, averaging seven or
eight years of age, were leaving several
small girls. One youth of six, holding up a
scrap of paper covered with a child's scrawl.
ing attempts at printing, called out, "Say,
what 'd you give for your love-letter?" A
blushing maiden offive turned around and in
somewhat indistinct accents expressed her
displeasure. At the sane moment another
young gallant rushed up, tore the letter from
the hand of the first boy, administering a
vigorous kick, and valiantly inquired if
" he'd bother 'his girl' any more?" Two
other small girls were walking lovingly side
by side. One was overheard to remark:
" Who'syour beau? Mine is," etc,
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Now, I do not believe that this "childish
nonsense " is harmless, and that girls and
boys get "<over it." I know that it will do
r tood for me to enter the lists against my
high-school Cupid ; but won't somebody with
a wiser head than mine try to convince the
fathers and mothers that our public schools
-of which we are justly proud-are nourish-
ing an evil that it does seem to me is one
great cause for a great part of the useless
lives and loose morals in the country? I
mean the primary grades as at present man-
aged in many schools. I have taken some
pains to get statistics, and in the majority of
the public schools I find that the most
crowded departments are the primaries, fre-
quently averaging sixty children from five to
nine years of age. It is plain no teacher has
time to find out each child's character. It is
no new idea that one "knowing " child can
inst ruct a dozen innocent children in matters
concerning which they should remain in

perfect ignorance until instructed by their
mothers. I could give dozens of conversa-
tions that I have heard among the children
themselves that shocked me, and, I cannot
but think, would surprise these babies'
parents were they to become aware of what
their little children were talking about.

If our lowest grades -vere turned into Kin-
dergartens, with a carefully chosen teacher
for every fifteen or twenty children, who
were with these children constantly until
they were safe in their respective homes ;
who played with them, studied with them,
watched their talk, and, more important
still, found out what the little ones thought
about-would not that do sornething towards
making the matter right? Of course it
would make the school-tax larger, for larger
salaries would be required for such fine work.
But if there must be retrenchment anywhere,
abolish orlower the grade of the High School,
I think, rather than spoil the children. Let
the "old " teachers of " wide experience"
go into the lower grades, and let us girls
fresh from college teach where any mistakes
we may make will not caus2 irreparable
harm.-Respectfully, L. M. F.

Owosso, Mich., Oct. 2&, 1881,
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SCIENCE DEPARTMENT.

CHEMICAL PROBLEMS WITH
SOLUTIONS,

By GEo. ACHESON, B.A., Science Master,
Toronto Collegiate Institute.

I.-'RO3LMNIS RELATING TO GASEOUS

VOLUMES.

i. A certain quantity of hydrogen at nor-
mal temperature (o° C.), and pressure (760
m.m.) measures 50 c.c. What will be its
volume at a temperature of 15° C., and pres-
sure of 780 m.m.?

Solution.-The law according to which
gases alter their volume with changes of
temperature may be thus expressed : " A gas
expands ,; of its volume at 0 C. for each
increment of i° C. of heat." Boyle's law re-

ferring to alterations in the volumes of gases
with changes of pressure upon them, is stated
as follows: " The volume of a gas varies
inversely as the pressure upon it." Now, if
the gas measures 50 c.c. at O° C., at 15° it
will measure 50+ Ig of 50 ; and if it meas-
ures 50 c.c. under a pressure of 76o m.m.,
then its volume under a pressure of 780 m.m.
bears to 50 c.c. the ratio of 760 to 780.
Uniting both these in one fraction we get
as the expres;ion of the required volume

o x g;; x 7i;. This fraction worked out

gives as the required volume 51.39 C.c.

2. A certain quantity of hydrogen at a

temperature of 15° C. and a barometric pres-
sure of 7:,0 m.m. mensures 50 c.c. What
would be its volume at normal pressure and

temperature ?
Solution.-5o c.c. is equal to its zero-vol-

ume plus //e of that volume; and its volume

at 760 m.m. pressure bears to 50 c.c. the

ratio of 750 to 760. The fraction then be-

comes 4 x i x , which, worked out,
gives as the required volume 46.77 C.c.

3. A glass globe, having a capacity of 2
litres, is filled with oxygen under a pressure

of 879 m.m. of mercury, and at a tempera-
tire of 200 C. How much will escape when

the pressure is increased to 894 m.m. and
the temperature to 250 C.?

Solution. - First reduce the volume to
standard pressure and temperament, the ex-
pression for which will be x x ;
Then find out what the volume would bc at
a temperature of 25° C. and pressure of 894
m.m., thus, x 7? x g x 1ix gc. This
fraction gives as a result 2. Therefore the
volume at the increased temperature and
pressure is just the same as at fist, and so
none would escape, the increase in volume
from the rise of temperature being exactly
counterbalanced by the diininution owing to
increased pressure.

4. A gas measures i litre at ,xoo° C. and
under a barometric pressure of 740 m.m..
At what temperature will it measure 1.5
litres when the pressure rises to 76o m.m.?

Solution.-First find its volume at stan-
dard temperature and pressure,

-x×'H x 8=.7479.
Now, as a litre contains zooo c.c., the
volume at standard temperature and pressure
will be 747.9 c.c. The difference between
1,50o c.c. (=1.5 litres) and 747.9 c.c.=
752.1 c.c. = the amount of increase there
must be. The pressure being 760 m.m. in
both cases may be disregarded. Then the
amount of increase is t;¾ of the volume at
0° C. A rise of 10 will increase it 2 ; a
rise of 2730 will increase it i; a rise qf
273×x ¾,'M will increase it 71 /c.

27 N- =274.5.

Therefore the required temp. is 274.5° C.
Will some reader send solution to the fol-

lowing question ?-
5. The observed volume of a dried gas,

measured in a tube over mercury, was 48 c.c.;
the height of the mercury in the tube above
that in the trough was 20 m.m.; the barome-
ter stood at 754 m.m.; and the temperature
of the room was i6° C. Reduce the ob-
served volume of the gas to standard pressure
and temperature.
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PUBLIC SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.

(Contributed to, andunder the management of, Mr. S. McAllister, HeadmasterofRyerson School, Toronto.]

WE glean the following particulart from
the Annual Statement of the Chairman of
the London (England) School Board:-The
total population of London by the recent
census is 3, 8 32,441-or, out of seven inhabi.
tants in England and Wales one lives in
London. About one.sixth of this number,
or 689,240, are children between the ages of
thrce and thirteen years, who have to be
provided with school accommodation. The
School Board provides room for 236,024, and
voluntary schools make up the number to
502,095; so that, as Mr. Mundella said in
his Budget speech a few weeks ago, there is
great deficiency of school accommodation
still in London. There is a gradual migra.
tion of school population from the centre of
the city to the outskirts, some districts, such
as Fulham, Hampstead, and Wandsworth,
shewing an enormous increase. The stand-
ard of education is improving ; for while
in 1878 less than one in five children
attained to the fourth standard, correspond-
ing to our Third Book classes, the propor-
tion has now risen to one in three. The
gross cost per child in average attendance in
188o was £2 19s- 3d., or $14.42. With re-
gard to the number of pupils to each teacher,
it is the iule in London to allow the head
teacher or a pupil-teacher thirty scholars,
and an assistant adult teacher sixty. The
average salary paid to male teachers is
£r44, and to females £z08. The Board

placed 3,078 children in industrial schools;
and the report thus speaks of the effect of
these schools: " Ninety.two per cent. of the
scholars turn out well and become orderly
and useful citizens, instead of leading lives of
crime. The result of a wide application of
the Industrial Schools Acts in London is
shewn in the steady reduction of juvenile

crime since 187o-the numbet of commit-
ments in that ycar having been, for boys
8,619 and for girls 1,379, while for last year
the numbers were 4,786 and 793 respec-
tively. The Truant Schbolat Upton House
is in tact a penal school for children over
whom their parents have lost control. The
term of detention is short-on an average
three months-the discipline sharper and the
life less agrecable than in our othee Industrial
Schools-drill, for instance, being substituted
for a portion of the ordinary play hours.
The object of sending boys to this school
being to cure them of persistent truanting,
and to prevent them from sinking into worse
courses, it is satisfactory to find that this end
is attained. A record is kept of the a'verage
attendance of the boys after undergoing their
term of detention, and [rom this it appears
that, up to the Midsummer recess, they make
an average of 92· per cent-i.e., higher than
is usùal among the best class of children.
Nor is it to be supposed that the deterrent
effect is confined to those who have endured
the punishment. The conditions of life in
Upton House are well known, and are the
subject of wholesome dread.

AT the last annual meeting of the Ohio
Teachers' Association Mr. Henry N. Mertz
read a paper on School Examinations, which
is worthy of particular notice. He said an
examination shouild be a test of the training
imparted as well as of. the stock of facts ac.
quired. Promotion should not merely de-
pend upon an examination at the end of a
term, but upon the results of all the examina-
tions held during the term. The average of
several examinations is likely to present
a fairer exhibit of a pupil's attainments
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than a single test will afford. Each exami-
nation should not only cover the work donc
since a previous one, but should be a rcview
of old work. There should be questions in
ci examination to test the thinking powers
of the schnlars, as well as to test thicr tneém-
ory. Examninations should be largely used
to direct pupils' attention to new and impor-
tant subjects, as wvell as to the best methods
of dcaling with old ones. Questions arc
better prepared by one who is not a teacher
of the class, as by this means points that
muay be in danger of bcing overlooked re-
ceive attention. If, however, the cxamination
is to be a test merely of the work the class
lias gone through, then the teacher should
prepare his own questions. If monthly ex-
aminations are held, the questions should be
prepared alternately by the teacher and by
someone else. The teacher should read the
papers of his own scholars, so that he may
sec clearly where they may have failed.
One good resuit of examinations is the power
they have of fixing facts and principles in
the mind ; for pupils are not likely to forget
either their success or their failure in answer-
ing certain questions. They are very likely
to hunt up the answers after the examina-
tion, and this should be encouraged by every
teacher. Every set of questions should be
carefully gone over with the class after the
examination, and all principles involved
thoroughly discussed and explained. Neat-
ness of work should be encouraged by send-
ing the answers for the inspection of the par-
ents. Nine questions are probably enougli
for one subject of examination, and the value
of one question should be allowed for neat-
ness of work.

QUESTIONS

used in the examination of candidates for
Third Class Professional Certificates at the
Goderich Model School, Oct. 28 ; furnished
by the courtesy of Mr. J. R. Miller, P.S.I.

MENTAL ÀRITHMETIC.

The amount of a certain sum of noney at
simple interest for 6 years ahd 3 months at

8 per cent. per annum is $96o. Find that
sum.

What number is that which being increased
by its half, its fourth, and i8 more, will be
doublcd ?

If, to men can do h piece of work in i8
days, how many men will be rcquircd to
finish a piece of work twice as great it 24
days ?

A cistern has 3 cocks. One will fill it in
6 hours, another in 8 hours, and the third
will empty it in ro hours. If the cistern be
empty and the 3 cocks opcned at the same
time, in what time will the cistern be filled ?

The truc discount of a certain sum of
money payable 5 years and 9 months hence,
allowing discount at 5 per cent. per annum,

is $345. Find sum discouinted.

A, B and C enter into partnership for
trade. As often as A puts in $4, B puts in
$5, and C $7.. They gain $24o. Find
each one's share of gain.

9647-+369-9966, divide by 2, extract
square root, multiply by 6, square that, then
§ of the result is greater by 450 than à of a
certain number. Find that number.

If 5 yards of cloth cost $7.50, what will be
the' cost of Il yards worth half as much
again per yard ?

$63 is é part greater than § of a certain
number of dollars. What is that sum?

HIaving 2j hours at my disposal, how far
may I travel on horseback at ro miles an
hour that I may return in time, walking at
the rate of 4 miles an hour ?

Bought a certain number of sheep for
$6oo. If I had bought so more at $i less a
head, my entire outlay would have been
$640. How many sheep did I buy?

A bankrupt who pays 30 cents on the
dollar divides among his creditors $66oo.
What was his total liability?

EDUCATION.

What several principles should govern the
proportion of a time-table ?

Discuss the value of emulation as an
incentive to study,
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Hlow would yon deal with the following ?-
(a) Irregularity, (b) Neglect of home work,
(c) Copying, (d) Want of punctuality.

" The attention of the class should bc
voluntary, undivided, continuous." Discuss
this statement, and state how you would se-
cure such attention.

Dcscribe in detail how you would con-
mence to tcach reading, arithmetic, and
grammar.

Give notes ôf (I.) Lesson on tense, (11.)
First lesson on interest, (III.) Object lesson
on' "a loaf of brcad."

Tell (without regard to the number of
lessons required) how you would tench the
physical geography of Europe.

How may a teacher best promote the
moral welfare of his scholars ?

What different methods of questioning
may be used in school ? Discuss the value
of each. What are the characteristics of
good questioning ?

Name and describe the different kinds of
education. Also describe fully how you
would give due prominence to each in the
conducting of your school work.

Describe minutely your method of calling
up and dismissing a class (r) in reading,
(2) in arithmetic.

HYGIENE.

Name the organs of circulation, and trace
the circulation of the blood from the time it
leaves the right ventricle until it has returned
to it.

Name the principal impurities of the at-
mosphere, and state how the organs of the
body are affected by (a) cold air, (b) damp
air, (c) foul air.

You are placed in charge of a school of 50
pupils. Draw up a set of rules to guide you
in securing as far as possible the health of
the class.

Name the organs of digestion ; trace in
full the process of changing a potato into
pure blood.

Give what you consider the requisites for
a properIy ventilated room capable of ac-
cotamodating 50 pupils.

' How would 'you proceed in case one.of
your pupils (t) fainted, (a) was apparintly
drowned ?

Name the different kinds of tood; give
the distinctive characteristlcs of cach sta'c,
when and how cach principal coùxtituent is
digcsted.

low can the teacher best secure the
health and comfort of the pupIls (a) in the
schoolroom, (b) in the playground ?

QUESTIONS

used at the Model Schobl Professional Ex-
arnination at Lindsay, October 2Ist and
22nd, 88x.

HIYGIENE.

i. State the chicfevilsarising from breath-
ing impure air.

2. Describe the structure of the human
car, and tell the rules to be observed in the
care of it.

3. State fully the precautions that should
be taken to prevent the spread of contagious
diseases.

4. What method would you take to restore
a person apparently drowned ?

5. Name (r) the principal, (2) the acces-
sory organs of digestion.

6. Give at least six rules,, the observance
of which would conduce to proper digestion.

EDUCATION AND SCHOOL ORGANIZATION.

r. Construct a Time.table for a school of
50 pupils in st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th classes.

2. What Arithmetic should' be taught in
the 3rd class, and what Geography in the

4th class ?

3. How would you begin to teach (r)
Dictation, (2) Composition, and (3) H-istory ?

4. Discuss the daily marking of recitations.

5. Hlow would you encourage cleaniliness,
punctuality, and hones.ty in pupils ?

6. What rules would yçu adopt with re-
spect to pupils, when not reciting, in order to
secure quietness ?

7. What purposes, besides teaching spell-
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ing, may Dictation serve ? And how may
thesc purposes be accomplishcd ?

SCHOOL LAW AN) REGULATIONS.

i. What -.re the csscntial points of an
agreement bctwccn trustces and teacher ?

2. Name the vacations and holidays in
Public Schools,

3. Under what conditions may the summer
vacation be shortened ?

4. For what offenccs may a pupil bc sus-
pended?

5. What business should bc transacted at
an Annual School Meeting?

6. What should the lalf-yearly report
contain?

7. Describe the General Register.

8. What arc the regulations respccting (i)
prCsents to tCachers, (2) contagious diseases,

(3) punctuality of pupils ?

MENTAL ARITIIMETIC.

1. Quotient 1250, Divisor 12, Rmaindcr
8; flnd Dividend.

2. NDL+ LXI+XIX.

3. A can do a work In 2 days, B in 3 days.
In what time can A and B do it?

4. Exchanged ii tons of hay for 15 shccp
at $6 cach, and 4 shccp at $5 cach. What
was the hay per ton?

5. What number multiplicd by 9=7236
x5?

6. Bought cloth at .27 and sold it at .24;
what did I lose per cent.?

7. l of 1oo is l of 1 of what number ?

S. Reduce £3 3s. 3d. to dimes, and
divide equally among 23 boys.

9. If u of a herring cost 1 of a dime, how
many hcrrings will go cents buy?

io. Reduce 15 days to minutes.

HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.

" INTERMEDIATE " APPEALS.

IT lias been stated on good authority that
no less than five hundred appeals have been
made against the results of the late " Inter.
mediate." Nearly 3,500 wrote at the exami-
nation, of vhom about z,ooo were passed by
the Committee; so that no less than one-
fifth of those who failed have regarded them-
selves as the victims of injustice. There
must be something wrong here. It is well
known that a large number of these appeals
have been sustained, many candidates having
succeeded in obtaining a higher grade than
that awarded at first, and many who were
reported as having failed having proved suc-
cessful. We pointed out some time ago in
what respects the mode of conducting the
examination is defective, and we prophesied
-ti uly it seems-that there would this year
be a plentiful crop of appeals. The conclu-
sion anyone will come to is, that these de.

fects must be remedied, and that more time
and care must be spent in reading the papers
at the Department Examinations. It is
well, of course, that the resuits should be
announced as soon as possible; but there
are few vho would care to sacrifice for any
reason the reliability of the results of an ex-
amination which above all others should be
such as to command public confidence.
Money and reputation have hitherto de-
pended on them, and nothing that can en-
sure accuracy should be neglected. It is
very likely that many who have not appealed
would have been successfut had they done
so. This is the natural result of any such
resurrectionary process as the Committpe are
now engaged in. If the standard has been
lowered in considering the appeals, the saie
measure of leniency should be dealt out to
al. It is said that the Minister has in-
structed the Committee to deal inercifully
with the appeals. This, we assert, should not
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be necessary. If the examination is to be
maintaincd, thestandard should bc fixed and
kcpt. No examiner should be allowed to
alter it, and the Committce which rcviews
the resuits of the aub-cxaminers should dc-
cide this point finally. We were promiscd,
on the adoption of the principle of Rotation
of Examinera, that cach paper would be set
by two examiners. This promise bas been
kept ncither in the letter nor the spirit of the
Regulations. Had it becn, there might have
been Icss trouble with the results. Look at
the "Iintermediate " in any light we may, it
bas been nothing but a wretchcd series of
blunders since it was foundcd-now nearly
six ycars ago.

SHOULD THE "INTERMEDIATE"
BE CONTINUED?

WE propose this month to state bricfly-
for the last time, we trust-the prominent
objections to the " Intermediate," omitting
those that hold against any mere written test
of the condition of a school :-

i. Intended to serve as a promotion ex-
amination which an ordinary High School
pupil might pass after a two years' course of
study, it has never been so. The rigidity of
its tests and the impossibility of preparing
ordinary pupils in the time for the examina-
tion, has preventcd this. A clever boy or
girl may possibly pass after two years'study,
but the average High School pupil, for whom
the schools arc specially intended, cannot do
so. Further, it ignores some very important
subjects of study and gives undue importance
to others. Reading, Writing, Drawing and
Music have no examinational value, and are
practically dead in our High Schools. It
bas been said by one of the High School In-
spectors, that the examination craze has gone
so far that in teaching French many Masters
do not trouble thenselves about the pro-
nunciation, on the ground that it does not
pay. Then again, as Messrs. Marling and
Buchan have stated, too much attention is be-
sto ed-on Mathematics, and English Compo-
sition, English Literature, and the Littera
humaniores generally, do not. teceive the
proper.amount of attention.
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Many pupils, too, fail at this examination
who arc more worthy of promotion than
many who pass. The Master must, therc-
fore, ignore the examination in his arrange.
ment of his classes, or kccp his pupils for
another year at the same work, whethcr their
parents wish it or not. In the former case,
the school will lose part of the Grant on
Upper School attcndance, and in the latter
the pupil's education will bc rctardcd. As
the Master's ability is appraisced according to
his success at the "Intcrmedinte," we say
delibcrately that he will be a most Quixotic
man if he do not consider his own intercsts.
In a large school the evils arc bccoming
simply unbearable. To the knowledge of
the writer, some Institutes have been forccd
to adopt the following plan :-The Master
makes up the numbcr the public cxpect him
to pass, by foraging for and securing candi-
dates for Second Class Certificates, and, if
his Iligh School pupils proper fail to pass,
he promotcs them without regard to the ex.
amination. We hold that the Master should
be allowed to arrange his school without
any regard for examinations othcr than the
Entrance and Leaving Exaninations. The
" Intermediate" vould be less objcctionable if
it were at th- end of the High School course,
as the ligh School Entrance one practically
is in the case of Public Schools; but its in-
fliction when it now take; effect, is a most
unjustifiable interference with the Master's
liberty of action.

It is perfectly truc that, so far as the sub-
jects it embraces are concerned, the "Inter-
mediate " may in some respects suit schools
that do not attempt higher work than it en.
tails upon them. It is their Leaving Ex-
amination ; but it is a most serous injury to
the schools that take up the pr:sent Upper
School Programme. The " Intermediate" is
not a promotion examination, and the De.
partment bas not succeeded in making it one
aft 'r nearly six years' experience. The De-
partment bas, therefore, no right to throw
the schools into confusion for two or three.
months in the year.

e. lie " Internediqte" seriouslyinterferes
with clasmcal culture. It bas du e a goud
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deal fòi English and Mathenmatics-for the
latter in particular ; but anyone who ex-
amines the University Matriculation Class
Lists will see, that, if Classics are not being
less attended to than they were, they are not
advancing pari passu with other subjects.
This cannot be justified. Few men who
have not had a good classical education can
have real culture. Many men, indeed, who
have not the former think they have the lat-
ter ; but this is quite a natural mistake under
the circumstances.

If the Minister of Education continue the
"Intermediate," he will seriously impair
classical education in Ontario. Greek is not
one of the subjects prescribed for the ex-
aminations, and, consequently, its study must
be deferred until the pupil have reached
the Upper School, or he must run the risk
of being plucked at the Intermediate. In
a properly organized school Greek should
he begun after from six to twelve months'
study of Latin. As matters stand, it cannot be
taken up until the pupil has reached the " In-
termediate " stage; for we seldom find a boy
able to take Greek and keep at the examina-
tion point all the English and Mathematical
subjects. The fact of the matter is, when the
" Intermediate " was devised, it was intended
mainly to promote the interests of an ordi-
nary English education, with Latin as a
Modern Language. English and Mathe-
matics alone are aill very well in their way;
but the man who knows little of the ancient
Classics can have but a poor appreciation of
the former; and most people believe, with
Holrnes, that "the power of dealing with
numbers is a kind of - detached lever' ar-
rangement, w'hich may he put into a mighty
poor watch." The difficulty we are discuss-
ing is no imaginary one. It affects the best
schools, and Masters who try to do a good
deal of classical work find the " Interme-
diate " a source of great embarrassment.

à. The " Intermediate " renders it impossi-
ble to teach Natural Science as it should be
taught. Chemistry in our schools is little
better than hybrid arithmetic ; and Botany
has neither a local habitation for a name.
To the knowledge of the writer, pupils have

ucational Month/y.

often obtaiined 75, 8o and go per cent. who
have never seen a single experiment. Un-
der these circumstances they cannot be in-
duced to study it practically. Experiments
they value merely as aids to the memory.
Before the inauguration of the present system,
Chemistry and Botany were taught well in
at least a few of the schools. Now the case
is different. In one school we know of there
was for a time a class of young boys who
had been so trained that by the blow-pipe as
vell as by wet tests they could analyze ordi-

nary substances. The " Intermediate " killed
this, the only true method of study. There
are few better instruments of education than
Natural Science, but the mongrel article
that now exists amongst us has little value.

4. The public have been led to judge of a
school's efficiency by the number the Master
succeeds in passing at the " Intermediate,"
and the evils resulting from this have been
intensified by attaching a money value, in
which Trustee Boards are directly interested.
This state of matters is directly chargeable to
the Department. The High School Inspec-
tors, in the report they made to the Council
of Public Instruction, say in regard to the
examination: "It will shew the country
what schools are really doing High School
work. It will stimulate the Masters by a
direct pecuniary result." The press, and the
Globe in particular, have aided this move-
ment. For some years after the inauguration
of the " System," the half-yearly results were
paraded and commented on by the Govern-
ment organ. Even the total number exam-
ined and the proportion passed were supplied
for the information of the public and. the
delectation of the Masters. From this state
of matters, we assert, the following evils
amongst others have arisen :-

(a) A wrong ideal of what High School
work should be, has to be set up and worship-
ped by the Masters. Many direct all their
energies to preparing for this examination,
and have refused in some instances to take
up work beyond it. From· a statement sub-
mitted by the Minister to the Executive.Com-
mittee of the High School Masters, wefind
that out of ;o5 High Schools and Collegiate
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Institutes, only ten for the first ialf of 188o,
and fourteen for the second half, had an Up.
per School average attendance of ten and
over. This speaks volumes. There is
reason, too, to believe that the number of
High Schools sending Honor candidates to
the Universities is diminishing. The total
number of candidates is not less, but they
come fron fewer schools.

(b) The tendency is to neglect pupils
whose intelligence is a litile less than the
ordinary " Intermediate " guantum. The
Master is driven to concentrate his energies
on those who are likely to pass. That this
spirit prevails is an undoubted fact. HIow
can it be otherwise ? One of the 1-ligh
School Inspectocs, at a meeting of the High
School Committee held in Toronto about
four years ago, referred to these results, and,
to the amazement of all who heard him,
justified this grotesque and immoral applica-
tion to education of the Darwinian doctrine
of Natural Selection. We take another view
of the question. Apart from the religious
aspect of the matter, we hold that it is man's
chief end to benefit his fellow-men, and that
the Master's duty is to do all in his power
to help the stupid and energize the indolent.
The clever boy can take care of himsell.
The larger proportion of our pupils are of
very ordinary ability. It is not one in four
hundred that has really good mental pow-
ers, and no system of education should be
tolerated for a day that puts on the teacher
the pressure we object to. It would be
worth the Minister's while to find out how
many genuine High School pupils pass the
" Intermediate." The'statement of results
does not separate. them from. the teachers.
We have ·taken the trouble to tind out the
proportion in a good number, of schools, and
we have reason to believe that from sixty to
seventy.per cent. of those who pass are teach-
ers. The exceedingly· small. number who
remain for Upper School.work would shew
this, if there, were .nothing else. to justify us
in our-view-of the case.. ln estimating the
good effects of the " Intermediate,"-it should
not.be-forgottenithat, after!thed4ixt .examina-
tion, the Second:Class.TeachehaExamination
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was combined with the High School Promo-
tion Examination. We maintain, ther'fore,
that the boasted progress of our High Schools
is more apparent than real. Not more than
150 or 200 of the 7oo who really passed
last July were genuine products of the High
School system.

(c) The candidate for a Second Class
Certificate has become an object of absorbing
interest to the Master, who knows that a
teacher who has been ordinarily diligent
since lie obtained his Third Class, can take
on the required amount of polish in about six
months. Crowds of this species of " Inter.
mediate" candidates enter the schools at
Christmas, and " go in for a regular cram "
till July. The boy and girl of tender years
and immature intellect are classed with them,
and either fall back discouraged or run the
risk of mental injury. Experience shews us
that the High School Masters were wrong in
desiring the amalgamation of the two exami-
nations. The class of pupils for whom the
schools were designed suffer in the struggle.
The preparation of candidates for Teachers'
Certificates must be made a subordinate
element in the Masters' calculations, not the
chief one as it now is.

(d) The Masters must teacli for the exami-
nation, and the pupils must study for it. It
is a stimulus, there is no doubt whatever.
But it prevents the proper kind of teaching
from being done, by conflning the Masters'
efforts to the narrow rut worn out from year
to year by the Examination papers ; while
the pupil generally falls back into lethargy
when it is withdrawn. It is very difficult to
get pupils to continue their studies now, un-
less some examination be held up as the
motive for exertion. Love for learning is
practically non-existent in our High Schools.
Ask a boy to study, and he will tell you lie
doesn't want to pass any .examination.
" What's the' use ? I don't want to be '
teacher. I don't want to go to the
University."

(e) Not the least deplorable result. is that
this examination, which is ,no test of the
ieal condition of-a schôol, and.no.test.of the
ability of the Masters, is regarded by the
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public as the Test. The only way to cure
this is to abolish the cause, for it cannot be
modified so as to meet the objections. No
examination can possibly be devised that
will gauge the results of honest educational
effort.

(f) We hold that the moral tone of both
Masters and pupils bas been lowered. It is
notorious that copying and other irregulari-
ties are largely practised in many localities,
winked at by the sub-examiners, and unde-
tected by the Department. The Investiga-
tion-·now going on at Owen Sound shews
this clearly, and we fear there can be little
doubt that the condition of school morality
in many other places is little better. Exami-
nation frauds are the natural outcome of this
state of affairs. The Master, too, is often
"up to ail sorts of games" in publishing
the results. The local paper abets him,
and jealousy, ill-will, and misrepresentation
prevail.

The "Intermediate" has certainly done
gnod ; no one will deny this. We maintain,
however, that the evils we have pointed out
(and more might be added) far more than
counterbalance the advantages. The Educa-
tion Department theory seems to have been
that the High School Master is an arrant
knave-a man of undoubted acumen, but
" for ways that are dark and for tricks that are
vain," a regular Heathen Chinee-a develop.
ment of the species Schoolmaster that must
be carefully watched and hedged in-a man
who must be made honest by compulsion
and moral by Education Office Regulations.
We would suggest that the time has come
to give him a chance. The High School
Master is just as moral as most men and just
as faithful. He has at any rate proved him-
self to be a better judge of what our schools
need than the officiais who have brought
about the present wretched mess; for the
Masters as a body opposed "Payment by
Results" from the very first, mainly on the
grounds we have urged.

The advocates of this so-called "system"
point to the general advancement of educa-
tion .as the result of the "Intermediate."
We have shown that the results are -more

apparent than real, ahd we maintain
that the recent changes are due mainly
to the provisions of the Revised School
Act, that gave High School Boards the
right of taxation. This is what gave the
impetus to our schools. The High School
Entrance Examination has also done much,
for the School system is now a series of grada-
tions, and a very large proportion of our
Higb School pupils are doing little more
than Public School work. Omitting a smat-
tering of French, German, and Latin, what
difference is there between the First and
Second Forms of our High Schools and the
Fifth and Sixth Forms of the Public Schools ?
The schools have settled into their present
relations since the inception of the "Inter-
mediate," and it is since then that the "utili-
zation" of.the High Schools has taken place.

As a solution of the difficulties we propose
the following changes, the latter of which
bas already been advocated by the High
Scliool Masters' Section.

We may observe parenthetically that it is
true that, by a vote of ten to nine (many
not voting at ai]), the same Section asked
for a grant of $3 in case of eacb pupil that
might succeed in passing the "Intermediate."
This, however, would not have passed in a
full meeting, and was agreed to by the above
vote on the supposition that the Department
had determined to maintain the Examina.
tion, and that in this way some of the smaller
schools, which would have no chance of the
Collegiate Institute Grant, would receive a
larger share of Government support.

PROPOSED CHANGES.

I. The abolition of the "Itermediate" as a
High School Promotion or " Inspectoral',
Examination, and its retention for Teachers'
and Primary Professional Examinations.

In this form it may still do a great deal of

good-more, probably, than any other exami.
nation we have, for it would be more general
in its operation. It would be an.important
agency in the advancement of education in
ail our schools, and particularly in those
whose highest limit is this examination,
while it would not interferewith the sym-
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metrical development of those institutions that
aim at still higher work. In our High
Schools and Institutes there are many pupils
in the most advanced classes who do not in-
tend to present themselves for examination,
and whose sole object should be to obtain a
good education. The fact that there are
pupils in these classes who do intend to
compete at the University, affects the charac-
ter of the work, and provides for the Master
the stimulus which the Departmeit has ail-
ways maintained be stands in need of. This
examination will have the same effect on
what is now called Lower School work. It
will still be an object of the Master's ambi-
tion to pass a good number for Second
Class Certificates, but it will be an optional
matter with both him and the pupil whether
the latter pass it or not, and the former will
be at liberty to allow that gradual develop-
ment of bis pupil's mind which is so desir-
able. Overwork and Cram--the present
curses of our system-need no longer exist.
Classics and Natural Science may be taught,
as they should be taught; and High School
Inspection, which many now regard as a
delusion and a mockery, may acquire some
real value. The Inspectors will have to do
their own " Inspectoral Examinations," and
will be afforded a chance to justify an office
which at present does not recommend itself
on account of its public usefulness. The
Inspector's function should be an impor-
tant one; but, under the operation of the
"Intermediate," it has become "an airy
nothing."

Il. The Distribution of Me Legislative
Grant on the basis of the a. --unt paid as
Teachers' Salaries.-As we stated last month,
this varies in the long run, directly as the
quantity and guality of the work done. We
think there should be both a minimum and
a maximum grant. The instability there
has always been in the amount of Govern-
ment aid would in this way be remedied,
and Boards would feel that their efforts
would meet with proper recognition. Sala-
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ries would undoubtedly go up-not necessa-
rily in the best schools, but in those wlhere an
increase is most needed. Any defects in the
administration of a school would be reme-
died gradually, and subjects that arc now
neglected would be attended to. If a Board
thought well to employ a music-master, a
drawing-master, or a drill-sergeant, it might
rest assured that its expenditure in this di-
rection would cause a proportionate increase
of Government aid.

The objection, too, would be met, that for
some reason or other is now being urged in
one quarter, that there is a marked discrep.
ancy between Government aid to some High
Schools and the population of the counties
in which they are situated. If a county re-
ceived only $8oo from Government, all it
would have to do would be to increase its
teaching power, and this it would not do
unless there were a real necessity. No
Board would spend $i,2oo to get $700 or
$8oo fromi the High School fund. We hold
that no grant should be given on average at-
tendance. The Legislative Grant should be
distr..>uted under regulations of the following
nature: A school with two masters should
receive at least $4oo ; a school with three, at
least $8oo-and so on-with a prescribed
maximum attendance in each case. The
minimum may be disregarded. Boards do
not err on the side of giving their teachers
too little to do.

Briefly stated, the principle that should
guide the Department is this: Education
should be left as much as possible to local
control. We have had too much of the
bureaucratic system. We may also add that
the High School Masters as a body do not
propose to tolerate the unjust treatment to
which this pestilent system has subjected
them. The question wilI not be allowed to
rest until the Minister rectify abuses for
which, it is but fair to say, he will be re-
sponsible only if he allow then to go-on.
They are a legacy which he inherited, not
creations of his own.
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CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.

EDUCATION, Vol. II., No. ii, November
and December, iS8i. Boston: New Eng-
land Publishing Co.

WHEN the first number of Edutcation
reached us, we felt it our duty to criticise on
its merits this magazine which came into the
world with somewhat of a flourish of trum-
pets, and at a cost of four dollars a year-
beyond the means of most teachers. We are
glad, therefore, to tell our readers that we
notice great improvenent in Education,
whose current issue contains a number of
essays of which we are glad to give some ac-
count to our readers. The first is an article
covering twenty pages, on the functions of
the American Public School as a political,
social and moral educator. The writer shews
how the radical conceptions which imply
Freedom, Equality and Brotherhood, are
involved in the existence and conditions of
Common School life. He has some valuable
remarks on the possibility of a non-sectarian
religious training as a basis for moral teach-
ing:-

" The delicate question of the relation of
the instruction in school to the inculcation
of principles of morality and natural religion,
to say nothing of revealed religion, must not,
therefore, be passed in silence. Between
the conception of a purely theological basis
for the Common School, and a proposed
foundation which excludes Bible, prayer,
and allusions to the soul's alliance with its
Maker, there lies for the average citizen the
middle ground of opinion, which is a stand-
ing-place for those favouring a reasonable
degree of religious teaching, the clear enun-
ciation of morality, and devotional exercises
which are not the expression of doctrine so
much as a setting forth of the feeling of de-
pendence on God, and the need of asking
for his aid. The immutable distinction be-
tween right and wrong-where is greater
reason for the declaration of it than among
the young characters who arç to taste and
are tasting of the bitterness of wrong-doing,
and the content of minds conscious of recti-

tude? It would be a narrow and perverted
view that wor.id oppose the simple ethical
instruction wv.iich the child will find of last-
ing advantage."

Such reasoning shews the relation between
moral teaching (on a religious basis) and
rational discipline; it dwells on the need of
some more intelligent system of teaching,
with a large prominence given to the study
of nature. The next paper is "On the Ap-
plication of American Education to the Needs
of American Life," a thought ful essay which
does not shrink from owning what is un-
healthy in American society. One instance
(according to the author) is want of reverence;
another is sensationalism. Both ought to be
met by the earnest effort to teach a true
morality, just political ideas, and a human.
izing and enlightening art and literature.
On the need of the latter, surely much stress
ought to be laid in Canada, where the Gov-
ernment education-mill turns out batch after
batch of machine-made teachers, with text.
books of arithmetic and manuals of mathe-
matics inserted as by a surgical operation in
their brains, and not a sympathy cultivated
that could enable them to educate in any
true sense of the word.

We quote from another essay a pregnant
condemnation of the present Arithmetic-wor-
ship, which a vicious system of routine main.
tains amongst us, and will maintain until
there is a change in our educational adminis-
tration. What we want is a good English
education, embracing the history of our race,
the nature of the world around us, and espe.
cially of our own country, and an appre.
ciative knowlèdge of some of the noblest
thoughts which our great writers have put
into the noblest language. But a mere sum-
doing machine is incapable of anything of
the sort. It is quite out of his line. Says
the author, at page 143 Of Educatin:-
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" Here it is necessary, from the absolute
necessity of brevity, to consider the subject
with special reference to practical vants
rather than to develop any preconceived
theory. We shall therefore inake direct
reference to existing systems and current
methods. Let us observe, then, that the
generally accepted plan of Common Échool
education is based upon the matwenatcs.
The traditional three R's have a deep mean-
ing. A child must learn to read and to write,
that he may be able to "fieure." "I want
you to learn my boy 'rithmetic,' and then
he won't get cheated," has a more profound
signification than at first sight appears. Be.
sides, the philosophy which it hints at is
deeper seated, and the results broader and
of more general application, than may at the
outset-be apparent.

" It is often assumed, either consciously
or unconsciously, that the study of arithmetic
has a greater power of expanding the reason-
ing facuies: and that it produces a greater
and more rapid growth of mind, than any
other branch of study. Again, in general
practice, it is undoubtedly true that the
schools are graded and the pupils ranked
more by their progress in arithmetic than in
any or all other studies. A pupil changes
from one school to another. The first ques-
tion asked of the new-comer is, " How far
have you advanced in arithmetic?" and he
is placed in a class in accordance with his
proficiency and evident ability in that branch
of study, with but very little reference to
what he has done or can do in reading, writ-
ing, composing, or understanding the English
language, or whether he has studied geogra-
phy or natural history or other branches.

" Upon.the theory advanced above, this is
totally wrong and indefensible. Arithmetic,
like the other branches of mathematical
study, improves the reasoning faculties only
to a limited extent and in certain directions.
There is a broader and a better way."

In an article on the I Study of Language,"
an amusing exposé is made of some of those
pretentious "fads" which certain School
Inspectors bring forward as new ways of
,,ving a child's labour in learning tu spell-
new ways that are not found to work in
practice, and aïe on principle inconsistent
with the.history and growth of our language.
We commend the perusal of Education to al
who have it within reach. It is philosophical,

and requires intelligent effort to follow some
of its articles, but it is quite within the reach
of the thoughtful reader.

A SKFTCH OF ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY FROM
THALES TO CICERO, by Joseph B. Mayor,
M.A., Fellow and Tutor of St. John's
College, Cambridge. Pitt Press Series.
Cambridge : Deighton, Bell & Co. To-
ronto : Willing & Williamson.

Tutis delightful little volume has the merit
of giving an account, in simple and intelli.
gible language, of the opinions of the leading
thinkers of Greece and of the Eclectic school
which reproduced their teaching at Rome.
Mr. Mayor does not write as the advocate of
any special school in modern metaphysics,
and he does not perplex us by stating the
doctrines of ancient philosophers in the ter-
minology of modern thought, great as the
temptation to do this so frequently is.
Students of Kant, and more especially of
Hegel, whose philosophy seems coming to
the front once more in the works of Ferrier,
Caird, and in Canada of Professor Watson,
will often be startled at what seem strange
anticipations of the cardinal ideas of these
great masters. Mr. Mayor gives the teach-
ing in all important points in the words of
the teacher himself, adding the Greek wher-
ever the phrase is especially pregnant. For
those who realize the fact that philosophy,
like everything else, is best studied histori-
cally, and in its natural course of evolution,
this book is invaluable as giving a clear view
of what the cultivated Greek intellect had to
say on the foundation questions of the mys-
tery of existence. Mr. Mayor, we are glad
to see, does full justice to Cicero's contribu-
tions to the literature of Philosophy. It is
perhaps to be regretted that Mr. Mayor has
not included the important philosophical
phase of Neo-platonism in his criticism of
ancient systems. We cordially recommend
the book to all thoughtful readers, whether
classical scholars or not.
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EDITORIAL NOTES.

IIIGH PRESSURE IN SCHOOLS.

THE subject of " cramming" in our educa-
tional systems is seemingly, at last, in a
fair way to be brought effectively before the
public mind, with, we trust, the result of
mitigating the ever-growing evil, and of se-
curing the curtailment of some of the studies
on the programmes of our Public Schools.
The subject bas for the past thrce years re-
ceived repeated attention in TiH E MONTHLY;

and in the July-August number, in this de-
partment, the present writer strongly pro-
tested against the whole apparatus of our
School system being directed to the pur-
pose of working up a pupil to pass an ex-
amination. Now the daily press is taking
up the matter, and in the Globe we have an
instructive controversy on the subject be-
tween that journal and the City School In-
spector. We are under no call to interfere
in the fray, and therefore may leave the dis-
putants themselves to fight it out. The Globe
manifestly- makes out a good case; for the
evil is one that taints our whole edtcational
systen, and not that alone of the Toronto
School Board. Mr. Hughes, on the other
hand, writes from a full knowledge of the
working of the City Schools, and naturally
enough takes the defensive side, in the in-
terest of bis own administration. But ob-
viously he writes from the official point of
view and from that of the administrator, and
closes bis eyes and ears to the notorious
evils complained of by parents of children
attending the schools, viz., to the time taken
up, and the consequent injury to health, in
the pupils having to labour at home every
evening to enable them to stand well in their
class next day and thus secure their full
markings. Mr. Hughes-who, by the way,
writes better in his communications to the
daily press than in bis contributions to the

School 7ournal or to his educational manu-
als-ranges, however, over so wide an area
in his letters to the Globe, that the subject of
" cramming " is apt to be sinothered under
piles of print. But thi.r is the subject that
urgently calls for ventilation, not only in its
operation in the Toronto Schools, but espe-
cially in the High Schools of the Province;
for the forcing system obtains everywhere,
and will do so so long as it is made the
interest of the High School Master, at any
rate, to forget that teaching is bis occu-
pation, and, by the system in vogue, is con-
stantly impressed with the fact that it must
ever ,be subordinate to the financial strategy
of "passing" so many pupils through bis
hands, and at any sacrifice of bis own indivi.
dual convictions, and of regard for the lasting
benefit of bis charge, bends bis whole ener-
gies to getting them by hook or crook through
the "Intermediate." There can be no doubt
that much of the evil against which there is
now an outcry bas its source in the vholly
obnoxious system of " Payment by Results,"
and in the centralization which, though in
some measure a necessity, has grown increas-
ingly under the present régime. That some
other plan will have to be devised is clearly
shewn by the increasing expense and cum-
brousness of the present system, and by the
frequency of the grave improprieties coming
to light in various sections of the Province
in connection with the machinery of its
working. In many respects it would be
conducive to the morals, at least, of teachers,
inspectors, examiners, and pupils, were local
examinations, by a fairly competent Resident
Board, made to take the place of that of the
Department; and we are inclined to think
that were this plan resorted to, the schools
would do better work and the pupils have
more justice done them. One thing, at all
events, should be insisted upon, viz., a cur-
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tailment of the school programme and a
limitation of the time given ta many of the
studies. Mathematics, we have again and
again said, have altogether an undue place
on the curriculum, and, in the case of girls,
especially, has time given to it which would
be much better devoted to English literature,
to modern languages, or to art studies con-
genial to their tastes and of equal disciplinary
value. In the Public Schools, the history
course, particularly ancient and modern his-
tory, might also, for the younger pupils at
any rate, be very wisely omitted. In all
schools, Public and ligh, physical train-
ing should receive more attention, and their
sanitary condition be made the subject of
more close and intelligent study. The
school· hours, moreover, might also be ad-
vantageously shortened, and opportunities
for recreation, at oft-recurring intervals, be
rigorously insisted upon. We trust, in any
case, that good will corne of the present dis-
cussion of "high pressure" education, and
that our school administration will continue to
partake more largely of enlightened thought
and sound common sense.

THE "INTER MEDIATE."

IN any system of national education, where
the funds of the State are drawn upon for
the support of the various grades of schools
within its jurisdiction, the question how, and
on what basis, grants from the Treasury shall
be apportioned ta supplement local appropri-
ations, must always be a perplexing one.
Even in England the matter is still under
discussion, and to-day what is called the
"special merit clause" of the new Code
Proposals is exercising the minds of the pro-
fession, and perplexing the Council of Edu-
cation, in no ordinary degree. From T/te
Schoolmaster of October 29th we extract the
following editorial utterances as proof of
what we have said :-" A graduated scale of
payments, in which percentages shall he the
guide to a seulement of the grant, will meet
with general disapprobation. It is educa-
tionally unsound and rotten ta the very core.
The country has been suffering for nearly

twenty years under the pernicious system,
and the time has now arrived ta meùd it.
Satisfactory school work has never yet been
measured by percentages, and never can be.
A fixed sum for every child in attendance, sa
long ns the general work of the school is
carried out in a satisfactory manner, is the
short and royal road ta an improvement too
long delayed." To some extent, we in this
Province have solved many of the problems
that still confound the visdom of educationat
authorities in the mother land. But is it not
the case, that in other respects we have too
hastily cut the Gordian knot of difficulties
which we would have done better by taking
time leisurely to have untied? A correspon-
dent of Punch recently referred to a Hammer-
smith "Beak" (anglice, magistrate) who had
an innate dislike ta "IBysykels " and School
Boards, because, says the contributor, " he
thinks they both go too fast, and he aint far
wrong." Perhaps, in our ready educational
methods, we too, in Ontario, have been
going too much at bicycle speed. One
thing is clear, that in regard ta the " Inter-
mediate" Examination and the value set
upon it, both by the Department, in deter-
mining by its results the grant ta the respec-
tive High Schools and Collegiate Institutes,
and by the public, in what it has been led
ta conceive, by the same tests, of the
measure of the ability of the masters and the
success of the schools, we are far, as yet,
from reaching satisfactory methods in apply-
ing the principle of " Payment by Results."
In the High School Department, in the pre-
sent number, this whole question is admirably
and lucidly argued by a Head Master who is
among the most competent men in the pro-
fession ta discuss the matter, and whose
utterances on all questions affecting educa-
tional administration deservedly carry great
weight. The views he has advanced coma-
mend thenselves ta the Minister, his advisory
body, and the profession at large ; and we
trust that they will receive that consideration
which now more than ever requires ta be
given ta the subject, if the schools are ta be
free ta do really sound educational work, and.
if Masters are. ta be allcwed ta take some
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pleasure in that work, aid ta prosecute it
in an atmosphere hcalthyi moral, and inspi.
riting. The " Intermediate," as at present
worked, it is clear, cannot retain its place in
the machinery of the Department without,
demoralizing every High School and, Insti-
tute in the Province, wcarying and disgusting

.the whole body of masters, and deflecting
education from the aims and ends which
ought to be the goal of its ambition. We
trust, therefore, that the survey of the ques-
tion, and the practical remedies suggested in
the article in our columns, will receive the
favour they deserve, and effect such changes
as, in the highest and most lasting interests
of education, have become the irnperative
demand of the profession and the hour.

CUPID IN THE SCHOOL-ROOM.

ELsEwHEnRa in our columns a young lady
correspondent of the New York Nation nar-
rates her experience as a teacher in endeavour-
ing ta win and retain the attention and
interest of her pupils during. school hours,
but which seems to have been defeated by
that arch-conspirator, Cupid, in his having
kindled the flame of an " absorbing passion "
in the breasts of her young charges, and thus
distracted their thoughts from the dreary,
didactic work of the school-room. Her
story, which is capitally told, will no doubt
interest our readers, and perhaps serve to
elicit similar experience, if it is also the case
with us in Canada that our young people
when brought togethe: in school life are
given ta the gallantries described by the cor-
respondent of the Nation, and if these serious-
ly interfere with the education which, but for
the process of unlovely cramming that is
ever going on, .they are supposed ta be dili-
gently acquiring. We do not wish ta com-
mit ourselves altogether ta the notion that
the emotional nature of our youth is ta be
utterly dwarfed and repressed, and that flesh
and blood are to be dried up into a basket of
chips or a quarter of pemmican. We have
a. pleasing recollection of little innocent
amours of our own connected with the early
days of our school life, which wee cannot but

think promoted diligence, and inspircd a
halthful rivalry and an. ambition ta stand
well in the cycs o our fait ane. A grave
historical writer tells us that China Is a coun-
try wherc " the roses have no scent and the
women no petticoats." It is just :possible
that a severe prudery may do as much harm
as a laxity of morals, and that our school
children may be taught ta be insufferable
prigs, destitute of any grace of life or loveli-
ness of heart. At the same titne, it behoves
us ta be circumspect and watchful and while
taking care that we do not compress the
young fresh natures into a toa narrow mould,
sec that nothing is allowed ta be developed
of a noxious character. Therb is much truth
in what the writer has ta say f the harm that
one "l knowing " child can do in instructing
a dozen innocent children in matters concern-
ing which they should ·remain in perfect
ignorance. This requires little comment,
save the practical one, of the necessity in our
schools.of an abundant supply of wise, capa-
ble, and reverent teachers, knowing some-
thing of the world and of human nature, and
possessed of the gift of winning the love and
confidence of childhood. Something migrht
also be donc in incrcasing the attractions of
our Readers and Text-books, sa that chil-
dren may not be repelled from them and
their school studies ta get their natural,
innocent delights in indulging in mawkish
sentimentality or in intercourse with ques-
tionable associates.

EDUCATION IN MANITOBA.

WatLE the attention of the Dominion is
at present being called to the lusty young
Province of .Iianitoba, and ta the great
future before it in a material sense, it is grati-
fying ta find that those who have charge
of its educational interests are astir in the
matter of devising " more liberal things " for..
the intellectual wants of the new and rapidly.
growing community. Most favourable as are
the conditions of physical life in the North-
West, it is the design of the authorities, also,
that the mental statusof its people shall not,
fall below the intellectual plane of the older,
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Provinces, With that view, the Protestant
Section of the Board of Education in the Prov-
lrice has recently sent the Rev. W. Cyprian
Pinkham, Superintendent of Education for
Manitoba, on a mission to the Eastern Prov-
inces, ta inspect and report upon the princi-
pal Normal, Model, and High Schools of the
Dominion, with the object of furnishing in-
formation to his Board and the Council of
Education of the Province as to the machin-
ery and working-system of the schools for
professional training, and for instruction in
secondary education. Mr. Pinkham, on this
quest, we understand, lias visited the two
Normal Schools of Ontario, the Public
Schools of Toronto, and the Ottawa, Toron-
to, and St. Catharines Collegiate Institutes,
and has gleaned a -large amount of informa-
tion, which we doubt not, in his hands, will
be put to good and serviccable purpose. We
were glad, in making the acquaintance of this
gentleman, to find him a man of energy, of
admirable physique, and correspondingly
vigorous mental power. His views on edu-
cational matters are sound and progressive,
and his mind glows with enthusiasm for the

-great work in which he is actively engaged.
We congratulate the Prairie Province in hav-
ing such a force enlisted in -the service of
education as the reverend gentleman repre-
sents; and with a man of his calibre and
magnetism we shall look hopefully on the
future of the educational interests of Mani-
toba, and with confidence on its moral and
intellectual growth.

OVERWORK AND ITS CONSE-
QUENCES.

No one who has observed the large num-
ber of members of the profession who have
recently, becomñe invalided, and been com-
pelled either to abstain temporarily from
worlo or to retire altogether from teaching,
but will be able to trace the matter to its
producingcause, viz., to overwork and the
friction that attaches to the elaborate ma-
chinery of school duties, with· its increising
round of worrying .eyaminations, highpres-
sure education, and monotonous'. routine.

Under ail this pressuro and the wrestle of
professional life, now so keenly contestçd in
the Provinc'e, it is little wonder if even thc
strongest goesidown under the severe tension
and Drolonged strain. There is an innate
dislike to becorme the "under dog" in the
fight, but it is fast bccoming a. seriousiques-
tion whether the game is worth the candle,
and how far, the profession will consent to
remain in bondage to the system of " white
slavery " which our Educational Adniinistra.
tion at present mercilessly imposes upon it.
We noticed the other day the retirement of
the head of the Collegiate Institute, at
Ottawa, from overwork ; and many are
throwing up their positions to go into other
professions, in: which there is unquestionably
less wearying, hard labour, and, as a. rule,
more to-compensate one for it. The public,
we feel sure, would considerately hear pro-
tests from the profession on.this matter. ,

We regret to learn that Mr. J. R. Miller,
of Ôoderich, bas been recently compelled to
rest from the labours of his Irspectorship in
consequence also of overwork. Froa thi3
cause his constitution has of late run down;
and bas induced grave weakness of the eyes,
which compels him to seek skilled! medical
advice. While regretting the misfortune that
has come to so able and energetic a worker
in the educational field, and wishing hlm
a speedy recovery, we feel it our duty to
utter a note of warning ta those whom we
know are overtaxing their strength, and
would ask the profession collectively to seek
at the hands of the Minister some degree of
re'ief from the circumlocution and the exact-
ing duties which are telling. so disastrously
upon the physical strength of every teacher.

PRIMNCiPAL GRANT ON JOSEPH
HOWE.

Ie.his late lecture before the Young Men's
Christian essociation of Toronto, on the
abovesibject, Principal Grant,. qf Queep's
University, Kingsto.n, laid emphas.is on the
duty of every Canadian. tç pçment,.by every
mgeaps in, 4is poweg the ti,±hat , bind. one
Prov.inç.pf Our Porninion t9 µllthe.atliers,,
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Wc should know more of the climate, the
racial, and other conditiois of the component
Provinces of our own country than of any
other. We should look with affectionate in.
terest on the great men-orators, writers, edu.
cators-of every Province in Canada, and by
so doing we shall cultivate a spirit of nation-
ality and patriotismn. Now, it has been re.
m-rked by Mrs. K. Seymour MacLean, in a
thoughtful article in a late issue of the Cana-
dian Monthly, that in the American Republic
it is a first object with every teacher to edu.
cate children into an intelligent appreciation
of their future position as citizens; and a
most interesting essay in the current num-
ber of Education (Boston, Vol. IL, No. ii)
shews how Common School education may
be made to impress on children the following
cardinal principles of Republican freedom dl1
over the world :-

i. The Common School not a haphazard
blessing, but the institution of a Free State,
and related to expenditure, and imposed
taxes, and sacrifice of high or low degrce.

2. Equality.-The Common School as a
leveller-refusing to regard social distinc-
tions, securing equal rights.

3. The Common School as a preacher
of the doctrine of Fraternity-that we are
members one of another, children and adults
alike.

The principles laid down in Education
would apply to Canada, n here the upholding
against public opinion, by an autocratie
Minister, of such an anomaly as Upper
Canada College, is a scandal inconsistent
with the free principles which are " in the
air" of this country. But ought not all
Canadian educators not only to endeavour
to teach those doctrines of equality and
brotherhood which will yet root out from
among us the snobbishness, the wealth-wor-
ship, the craving after social position, which
are among the bad traditions derived from
another and baser system of society ? and
further, ought not our educators to aid in
forming a national Canadian type of char-
acter, to train the growing mind away from
colonialism and into citizenship ? By this
it is not meant to inculcate any special doc-
trine as to severing the connection with Eng.
land, but to call forth a spirit 'of self-reliance,

and to cultivate a national tone rather than
a provincial one. From this point of view
we give a brief summary, as far as possible
from memory, in Principal Grant's own
words, of the career of this great citizen of
Canada.

Joseph Howe was born on the shores of
an armn of the sea which forms one of the
most attractive portions of Halifax scenery.
His boyhood passed befote those days when
we have competitive exaninations for babies.
" Intermediate " Exaninations were un-
known, nor were boys crammed with un-
digestible lcarning till they became idiotic
or thteir hcads burst. But Joseph Howe
had four educators of no mean value. The
first was nature. Much of his time was
spent where it is to be wished nuch of every
boy's time could be spent-in the woods, or
climbing the hilis, or swimming the waters.
The second was good books, notably the
Bible and Shakespeare. The third was a
good father; and the fourth was hard work,
beginning at the lowest step in a print.
ing office Howe early cultivated the art
of verse writing, in which he was successful
to a degree that must have done much to
educate his powers of expression. By de-
grees he drifted into politics, and fought
single-handed the battle of Responsible Gov-
ernment against the "Family Compact " in
Nova Scotia. The printer's boy became the
great popular teacher, ail but worshipped by
public opinion in Nova Scotia. He was
warmnly attached to Bri'tish connection, a
subject on which Principal Grant recited
some spirited verses of Joseph Howe's com-
position. On one occasion he allowed per.
sona] feeling to inake him untrue to his own
principles of Canadian nationality, yhen he
led the opposition to Confederation; yet he
was a great man, and when be died, as
Lieutenant-Governor of Nova Scotia, ail
mourned.

The Hon. S. H. Blake, Q.C., as chair-
man, presented to the lecturer the thanks of
the meeting, and expressed the feelings of ail
present when he said, that while they appre-
ciated the great Nova Scotian who was dead,
they did not less appreciate the living Nova
Scotian who addressed them, "For," said
lie, "you were born in Nova Scotia, were
you not?" Principal Grant replied, ''Yes,
sir, I am thankful to say I am a Cana-
dian.'' Loud applause greeted this sentiment.
-Communicated.
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